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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY


Wildlife Splash Ltd. was commissioned by Locals Against Mayfields Building Sprawl (LAMBS) to
undertake a Preliminary Ecological Assessment of the proposed Strategic Housing and Economic
Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) area SA414 Mayfields Market Town New Settlement as
identified in Horsham District Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Land Availability
Assessment 2018.



Information is required as to the ecological value of the site in order to determine the impacts that the
proposed new market town of Mayfields would have upon habitats and species that may be present.



Walkover surveys were undertaken late in late July and August 9th 2019. In addition relevant species
and habitat records (from the site only) were requested from the Sussex Biodiversity Records Centre
(SxBRC).



The proposed development is a new town in the heart of Sussex covering a sizable area of low-lying
rural land just to the north east of Henfield. It extends approximately 3 km from north to south and
1.7 km from east to west. It is included in the parishes of Henfield, Woodmancote and Shermanbury.



This footprint has its northern boundary following the River Adur and traverses two tributaries of the
Adur before terminating in farmland in the south. It is approximately 0.8 km (0.5 miles) from Henfield
at the closest point.



Three watercourses of the Upper Adur river system traverse and dominate a substantial proportion
of the landscape with the associated floodplain grassland with areas of swamp, fen and marshy
grassland.



It is evident that field patterns have changed very little since the published 1879 ordnance survey
map. There is a continuity of landscape features such as woodlands, fields and ponds and boundary
features such as tree lines and ancient tracks.
Habitats



The following habitats were found within the survey area: Ancient semi-natural woodland; lowland
mixed deciduous woodland; broadleaved plantation woodland; willow carr; remnant woodland
fragments and tree-lines; notable, veteran and ancient trees; hedgerows; rivers and streams; ponds
(defined as waterbodies up to 2 ha); wet ditches; swamp and fen; damp grassland; marshy
grassland; semi-improved grassland; improved grassland; mixed ruderal and rough vegetation;
arable fields; farm buildings; and a compost heap.



A number of these habitats would qualify under the following Habitats of Principal Importance in
England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006): ancient woodland; lowland mixed deciduous
woodland; hedgerows; ponds; wet woodland (fragments) and coastal and floodplain grazing marsh.
The grazing marsh would include wet ditches, swamp and fen, damp grassland and marshy
grassland in areas where they form a mosaic along watercourses.



There are two areas of ancient woodland within the survey area and a further area with two sides
along the south east boundary of the survey area. They all support mature trees with veteran
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features, ancient woodland indicator species and standing and fallen dead wood habitat. No nonnative invasive species were found in the woodlands.


There is one area of lowland mixed deciduous woodland within the survey area and another adjacent
to the survey area along the western boundary. There are also smaller pockets of remnant
deciduous woodland throughout the survey area. These are similar in tree age and species
composition to the ancient woodland.



104 hedgerows were surveyed (estimated at 90% of the hedgerows in the survey area) amounting to
approximately 19.4 km. All supported native woody species and 72% had 5 or more woody species.
Over half had ditches (approximately 11.5 km in extent) and 52% had mature standard trees (usually
oaks and often with important features for wildlife). Many hedgerows were old, outgrown and
overgrown with species rich verges providing (sometimes wide) corridors of flower-rich vegetation
throughout the survey area.



Areas of floodplain grassland are to the south of the River Adur and along the watercourse to the
south of Sakeham Farm and to the south of Abbelylands. These areas flood annually which
produces a mosaic of damp grassland, swamp and fen habitats interspersed with wet ditches and
ponds. They support a high diversity and abundance of wetland plant species.



Ponds vary from very small to very large (lake size) and 28 can be found throughout the survey area
in open fields, rural gardens, hedgerows and woodlands. At least 11 ponds have been in existence
since 1879.



Other important habitats include the rivers, streams and ditches. The River Adur bounds the north of
the area with one tributary to the south of Sakeham Farm and the other, Chess Stream, through
Morely Farm. They are very different in nature providing three very distinct habitats. The wetland
habitat extends throughout the survey area in the form of ditches, often associated with hedgerows.



Another important habitat is the 100 notable, veteran and ancient trees that were recorded
throughout the site in hedgerows, banks along woodland edges and fragments of woodland and treelines pre-dating 1879. This amounted to 88 notable trees, 9 veteran trees and 3 ancient trees. More
are in the survey area.



Tall wetland, rough and ruderal vegetation, at times intermixed with grassland species are found
throughout, sometimes forming large stands in little managed areas. This mixed assemblage is also
associated with the hedgerows forming a network of flower-rich habitat throughout the entire survey
area.



All of the above are good quality habitats with attributes that can support a high diversity of life. It is
these ‘high quality’ features throughout the survey area that enable the greater farmed landscape to
support the diversity of species seen.
Species



Evidence of Badger activity was found throughout the survey area in the form of bolt holes along
hedgerow banks, latrines and extensive foraging activity, particularly in areas of damp grassland.



The background data search returned records for a total of 96 species of birds within the search
area, which includes 21 Birds of Conservation Concern Amber-listed species and 18 Red-listed
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species. Six species are listed on Annex 1 of the EU Birds Directive and one species is on the
International Union for the Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List.


A ‘snapshot’ survey undertaken by the Henfield Birdwatch group in June 2019 found 56 species
including 9 species on the Birds of Conservation Concern Red List and 4 on the Amber List. Red Kite
an IUCN Red List species and on Annex 1 of the EU Birds Directive was also recorded.



Approximately 80% of species on the UK Farmland Bird Indicator list have been recorded in the
survey area. This list is made up of 19 species that are dependent on farmland, and not able to thrive
in other habitats. Species such as Yellowhammer (BoCC Red List) and Goldfinch were seen in good
numbers during the walkover survey.



This part of Sussex along the Adur Valley from Woods Mill to Wineham is one of the county hot
spots for Nightingales (BoCC Red List), with Sussex supporting 12.8% of the UK population.



The background data search returned just one bat record for Common Pipistrelle. However 8
species were positively identified during ‘snapshot’ bat surveys including Serotine and Whiskered
bat, with a possible additional 4 species that would require greater survey effort to identify. Bats were
seen and recorded at four locations throughout the survey area.



This landscape provides a variety of roost sites (notable trees and old buildings) and foraging areas
(wetlands, damp fields, the leeward side of hedgerows) relatively close together, and a dense
commuting network with no barriers to dispersal. This combination of factors means that there are
likely to be lower metabolic demands on commuting bats and lower predation, which would result in
increased breeding success and therefore stable populations.



Common Toad was found during the survey at Morley Farm, where individuals are frequently
rescued from around the swimming pool. This species is likely to be breeding in ponds and ditches
throughout the survey area.



Records for European Eel and Sea / Brown Trout within the survey area along the Adur were
returned in the background data search. European Eel particularly, is known to frequent smaller
streams and ditches and therefore likely to be in all three watercourses traversing the survey area
and, due to the good habitat connectivity, a proportion of the ditches and possibly ponds facilitated
by flooding.



Great Crested Newt has been found breeding in a number of ponds in the vicinity with the closest
record approximately 175 m to the east of the survey area boundary. Given the good quality habitat
and connectivity it is likely to be breeding in ponds throughout the survey area. This species is
considered to have a scattered distribution in central Sussex. However, this landscape may prove to
support one of the largest central Sussex populations.



One Western European Hedgehog was recorded during a bat survey along Sake Ride Lane. This is
a species of hedgerows, waysides, meadows and woodland and given the low density of
infrastructure and the abundance of these habitats, it could well be widespread.



During the field survey 19 different species of butterfly were recorded (amounting to one third of the
British total) including 3 Species of Principal Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC
Act (2006). There are likely to be many more species due to the high diversity and abundance of
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flowering plants throughout the area in fields, around ponds, open ditches and watercourses and
associated with the hedgerow and ditch network throughout the survey area.


During the survey 15 species of damselfly and dragonfly were recorded (amounting to one half of the
British total). This included the less common White-legged Damselfly found at 2 locations. The
background data search returned records for the Scarce Chaser (GB Red List Near Threatened).
The range of riparian and wetland habitats in the survey area are likely to support a greater diversity
of dragonflies and damselflies than recorded during this walkover survey.



Three 3-hour invertebrate surveys by a hoverfly specialist found 8 less common invertebrate
species, one of which is Nationally Notable and three of which are listed on the Sussex Rare Species
Inventory. A number of wetland specialists were also found. As with other invertebrate groups, the
diversity is likely to be very high in the area due to the range of good quality habitats and ecotones.



During the survey one gravid female Slow Worm was found under an abandoned reptile mat in a
sheltered meadow, and a basking Grass Snake was disturbed on the banks of the south most
watercourse, Chess Stream. The habitat is suitable for significant populations of these two species
throughout the survey area and Common Lizard in some areas.



There is ample suitable habitat for a number of other Priority and protected species such as Brown
Hare, which favours a mosaic of arable fields, grasses and hedgerows.



Two areas of woodland are particularly suitable for Dormouse, as are many of the species-rich
outgrown and overgrown hedgerows which have sufficient forage to support a Dormouse population
and facilitate dispersal across the landscape.



Harvest Mouse is in the vicinity having been recorded to the east of Henfield. There are large areas
of tall wetland and rough vegetation that could support this species as well as outgrown hedgerows
and the associated verges throughout the survey area.



Water Vole has been historically recorded in the area and possible Water Vole sounds were heard at
two locations, though no positive signs could be found in the vegetation. The ditches, ponds and
river offer ideal habitat for this species.



Otter, formerly extinct in Sussex, is beginning to return. Due to the low population density of the area
there are a number of locations that would be suitable for this species. A number of holts have been
built around Sakeham Farm to encourage Otter.



Otter would be able to move around the northern part of this landscape freely and its presence would
have a positive effect on Water Vole and birds such as Mallard and Mute Swan as it would displace
American Mink.
Potential impacts



The blocks of ancient and broadleaved semi-natural woodland, together with the smaller woodland
fragments and remnants, if adjacent to habitation, would be at risk from damage from dumped
rubbish, dumped garden waste, garden encroachment and the spread of non-native invasive species
which, a recent survey has shown, effects 64% of Sussex woodlands.
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Many species that would nest or hibernate in woodlands and woodland fragments, such as Badger,
farmland birds, reptiles and amphibians would no longer be able to utilise and move across a built
landscape. As a consequence, even if these features were retained ‘for wildlife’ this wildlife would
gradually disappear from the landscape due to loss of habitat, road kills etc.



Much of the plantation woodland is in very wet areas so as well as sequesting carbon (a government
target) it is preventing localised flooding and excessive run-off.



The broadleaved plantation woodland, comprising many thousands of trees, has all been grant
funded and therefore paid for out of the public purse. It would not be ethical therefore to remove
these woodlands in order to facilitate a private scheme.



Most of the features associated with notable, veteran and ancient trees are associated with dead
wood within the stem or crown. Such features, in a built environment, would be removed due to
Health and Safety concerns amounting to significant habitat loss due to the number of notable and
mature trees. This would have a large negative impact on saproxylic invertebrates and bats that use
features such as rot holes, lifted bark, cracks and crevices for roost sites.



Building of a new town would require the removal of many of the hedgerows. Even without removal
the hedgerows would be trimmed frequently and managed. They would not remain tall and wild as
the majority currently are, and, as a consequence, the high number of species associated with these
hedgerows would decline.



Species utilising hedgerows include nesting and foraging birds, Badger foraging along hedgerows
and potentially setts and bolt holes within hedgerow banks; Hedgehog, reptiles and amphibians
utilising the associated green corridor for moving across the landscape; and bats roosting in mature
trees and utilising hedgerows as linear foraging habitat. The hedgerow corridor provides a speciesrich habitat for invertebrates throughout the survey area and a sheltered environment allowing higher
levels of invertebrate activity.



The riparian habitats and ditches would become urbanised losing much of the fringing habitat, and
surrounded by hard standing so breeding amphibians such as Great Crested Newt and Common
Toad would not be able to disperse as they require the high humidity afforded by grasslands.



The loss / reduction of the dense fringing vegetation would impact on dragonflies and damselflies
(and other wetland invertebrates), birds such as Reed Warbler and Water Vole and Otter (if present).



With urban drainage systems many of the ponds would disappear. The reduction, loss and
urbanisation of ponds in the area will likely have a large negative impact on all groups. Mammals,
such as Badger, will use ponds as watering holes. Grass Snake use ponds to hunt, Mute Swans and
Mallards to breed. Water Vole, if present, will lose its habitat. The high numbers and diversity of
dragonflies and damselflies will fall along with other aquatic / partially aquatic invertebrates.



Amphibians such as Common Toad and Great Crested Newt will lose breeding sites – some of
which may have been used for over 150 years due the continuity of habitat shown on the 1879 OS
map. Bats will lose highly productive foraging areas.
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The floodplain grazing marsh would likely be drained resulting in the loss of the rich mosaic of
ditches, swamp, fen and marshy grassland, presently supporting a wealth of invertebrates, foraging
bats, breeding birds, reptiles and amphibians.



Removal of grasslands will greatly reduce the diversity and number of plants and therefore
invertebrates. This will have a negative impact on forage for birds and bats and a significant amount
of habitat will be removed for amphibians, such as Great Crested Newt, and reptiles. The loss of
damp grassland and wetter areas will impact on Badger foraging ability.



Arable fields help to support a range of farmland birds such as Yellowhammer, a seed feeder
dependant upon winter stubbles, root crops, weeds in the crop margin and areas where grain is spilt.
Conclusions



This survey points to a diverse bird, reptile, amphibian, mammal and invertebrate life in the survey
area – which are dependant upon the quality of the soils, water and living habitats (trees, hedgerows,
woodlands, vegetation etc.). All are interconnected and inter-reliant.



National Planning Policy (2019) states that if development should lead to significant harms to
biodiversity then another site, with less harmful impacts should be sought.



A review of the Google Earth maps shows that many areas within the Horsham District Council
jurisdiction lack the habitat features that increase biodiversity such as the dense hedgerow network,
wetlands, frequent trees and the density of rivers, streams and ditches



Mayfield Market Towns website states that ‘New bridleways and footpaths will link into the wider
network, alongside spaces for play and improved natural habitats.’ The implication being that the
current habitats are much degraded, which cannot be further from the evidence recorded during this
survey.



Given the biodiversity value of the area within a background of decreasing biodiversity, it would be
contrary to current legislation and logic to develop this area.



Moreover, it would be impossible to deliver a new town without having a significant negative impact
on biodiversity (let alone achieving net biodiversity gains) without investing in substantial mitigation
into a similar sized area of extremely impoverished habitat.
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1

INTRODUCTION

BACKGROUND TO THE STUDY
1.1

Wildlife Splash Ltd was commissioned by Locals Against Mayfields Building Sprawl (LAMBS) to
undertake a Preliminary Ecological Assessment of the proposed Strategic Housing and
Economic Land Availability Assessment (SHELAA) area SA414 Mayfields Market Town New
Settlement as identified in Horsham District Council’s Strategic Housing and Economic Land
Availability Assessment 2018.

1.2

Information is required as to the ecological value of the site in order to determine the impacts
that the proposed new market town of Mayfields would have upon habitats and species that
may be present.

STUDY AREA
1.3

The proposed development is a new town in the heart of Sussex covering a sizable area of lowlying rural land just to the north east of Henfield. It extends approximately 3 km from north to
south and 1.7 km from east to west. It and is included in the parishes of Henfield, Woodmancote
and Shermanbury. The approximate site boundary is shown in Figure 1 illustrating its size and
proximity to Henfield as well as to the (yellow) boundary of the South Downs National Park.

1.4

This footprint has its northern boundary following the River Adur and traverses two tributaries of
the Adur before terminating in farmland in the south. The eastern boundary is broadly to
Wineham Lane and then continues south along the Henfield Road in a convoluted manner
avoiding various properties. The western boundary is equally convoluted and extends further
south than the north of Henfield with a distance of approximately 0.8 km (0.5 miles) at the
closest point.

ECOLOGICAL CONTEXT
1.5

The site (referred to as the study area or Low Weald area SA414) is within the Low Weald
Character Area, which is a broad low-lying clay vale, which runs from East Sussex to parts of
West Sussex and Surrey. The Low Weald heavy clay provides for a landscape with an ancient
and undisturbed quality conferred by a mosaic of fields and woodlands, streamside trees,
shaws, hedgerows and numerous mature hedgerow trees.

1.6

Three watercourses of the Upper Adur river system traverse and dominate a substantial
proportion of the landscape with the associated floodplain grassland with areas of swamp, fen
and marshy grassland.

1.7

The low-lying landscape between the watercourses comprises pasture, meadows, arable land,
woodlands, plantation woodlands, notable and mature trees, ancient shaws and hedgerows,
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with an extensive ditch network. Large ponds are an important feature across the entire
landscape enhancing both the landscape and the biodiversity value.
1.8

The outline of the proposed town is shown in Figure 1. It is evident that field patterns have
changed very little since the published 1879 ordnance survey map. There is a continuity of
landscape features such as woodlands, fields and ponds and boundary features such as tree
lines and ancient tracks. The 1879 field patterns from the ordnance survey map are shown in
Figure 2 together with the current field patterns taken from a Google Earth map. In addition,
woodlands, shaws and hedgerows can be seen to be still in existence. Of note is the continuity
of a very low level of habitation in the area.
Figure 1: The approximate footprint of the proposed town
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Figure 2: The 1879 field, woodland and hedgerow pattern compared with present day
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2

METHODS

DESKTOP BIODIVERSITY SURVEY
2.1

Background information additional to the field survey, regarding the present and historical
ecological interest of the site only, was requested from the Sussex Biodiversity Records Centre.
In addition, a 2 km search area was investigated for statutory and non-statutory designated
sites.

HABITAT SURVEYS
Phase 1 habitat survey
2.2

The survey followed the standard methodology (JNCC, 2010). In summary, this comprised
walking over the survey area and recording the habitat types, species and boundary features
present.

2.3

Plant nomenclature in this report follows Stace (2010) for native and naturalised species of
vascular plant. Plant names in the text are given with English names first followed by the
scientific name.
Notable trees, veteran and ancient trees

2.4

Notable, veteran and ancient trees were recorded where seen in close proximity thus enabling
features to be recorded.

2.5

Notable trees are large trees usually developing (or may already have) veteran features. They
are the next generation of veteran trees. It must be noted that many mature trees also show
veteran features.

2.6

Veteran trees are those that are displaying veteran features such as decay, decorticated wood,
broken branches, splits, rot holes or hollowing. Ancient trees tend to have significant hollowing
and may have a shrinking crown.

2.7

For rapidity of recording the trees have been categorised according to diameter at breast height
(DBH), which generally serves as a good indication of age. There is variation between species
and the habitat can impact upon tree size and many publications give different guidance.
However, for the purpose of this report the conservative measurements shown below (Table 1)
have been used.
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Table 1: Tree size and status
DBH - metres

Classification

1 – 1.4

Notable

1.5 – 1.6

Veteran

1.7 +

Ancient

Hedgerows
2.8

A hedgerow is defined as any boundary line of trees or shrubs over 20 m long and less than 5
m wide, and where any gaps between the trees or shrub species are less that 20 m wide
(Bickmore, 2002).

2.9

A rapid assessment was carried out on the hedgerows throughout the landscape. This involved
recording the number of woody species present per hedgerow as well as other features present
such as ditches and standard trees.

PROTECTED SPECIES SURVEYS
2.9

A protected species scoping survey was carried out in conjunction with the Phase 1 Habitat
survey. The site was assessed for its suitability to support protected species, in particular
Badger Meles meles, bats, birds, Dormice Muscardinus avellanarius, Great Crested Newt
Triturus cristatus and reptiles that could be impacted by the proposed development and pose a
planning constraint.

2.10

An assessment was also made of other species of conservation importance, such as Common
Toad Bufo bufo, Harvest Mouse Micromys minutus, Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus and
invertebrates.

2.11

Species names in the text are initially given with the common name first followed by the
scientific name. The scientific name is given just once unless there is no common name.

2.12

The Phase 1 scoping survey does not assess the presence or absence of species, but is used
to assess the potential for habitat to support them. Where clear and recent evidence of a
species or the species is seen, this is reported.

ADDITIONAL SPECIES SURVEYS
2.13
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Additional data was colllated from two major groups during short scoping surveys. This was to
give a general insight into the diversity and abundance of bats and invertebrates due to the lack
of data.
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Bats
2.14

Bat data was collected on three nights by Caroline Powell (a member of the Hampshire bat
group) on a Wildlife Acoustics; Song Meter SM4BAT with a SMM – U2 Ultrasonic Microphone.
The data is analysed through a Kaleidoscope Pro bat auto-ID type software.
Invertebrates

2.15

Invertebrate surveys were undertaken by Brighton-based entomologist Nathalie Guerin, a
specialist in hoverflies. The methods employed were observaion of species on plants and
sweep-netting.

LIMITATIONS
2.16

Walkover surveys were carried out in at the end of July and August 9th by a suitably qualified
ecologist Jacqueline Thompson BSc (Hons), MSc, MCIEEM.

2.17

It should be noted that whilst every effort was made to provide a full and comprehensive
assessment of the site, no survey of this type could ensure a complete evaluation of the natural
environment, as it is only able to act as a ‘snapshot’ in time.

LEGISLATION AND PLANNING POLICY
2.18

August 2019

Articles of British wildlife and countryside legislation, policy guidance and both Local and
National Biodiversity Action Plans (BAPs) are referred to throughout this report. Their context
and application is explained in the relevant sections of this report. The relevant articles of
legislation are:
•

The National Planning Policy Framework (2019);

•

Local planning policies (Horsham District Council);

•

The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010 (as amended);

•

The Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended);

•

EC Council Directive on the Conservation of Wild Birds 79/409/EEC;

•

The Protection of Badgers Act 1992;

•

The Countryside and Rights of Way Act 2000;

•

The Hedgerow Regulations 1997;

•

The Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006;

•

The United Kingdom Biodiversity Action Plan 2006.
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3

RESULTS

DESKTOP BIODIVERSITY SURVEY
3.1

Records from the site only were requested from the Sussex Biodiversity Records Centre
(SxBRC). These records are from the original proposed footprint for the Low Weald area SA414
(since amended) and so do not cover the entire area to the south and south east.

3.2

The following information regarding the present and historical ecological data relevant to the site
in summary found the following:
•

International designations – 8 species with 18 records

•

National designations – 39 species with 404 records

•

Other designations – 62 species with 688 records

•

Priority Habitats – 3

PROTECTED SPECIES
Bats
3.3

Records for the following bat species have been returned from the data search:
•

Common Pipstrelle Pipistrellus pipistrellus

•

Unspecified species – thought to be three different species

The Common Pipistrelle was disturbed in a roost in 2015 and the unspecified bat species were
seen foraging over the Arun that same year.

Birds
3.4

A total of 96 species of birds have been recorded in the search area which includes 21 Birds of
Conservation Concern (BoCC) Amber-listed species and 18 Red-listed species. Six species are
listed on Annex 1 of the EU Birds Directive and one species is on the International Union for the
Conservation of Nature (IUCN) Red List.
Fish

3.5

The European Eel Anguilla anguilla is on the IUCN Red List and classified as Critically
Endangered. It is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

3.6

Sea / Brown Trout Salmo trutta is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species
of Principal Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).
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3.7

Both species have been recorded in 1997 and 2008 within the survey area along the River
Adur.
Hedgehog

3.8

The most recent record for the West European Hedgehog Erinaceus europaeus was in 2017
along the Albourne Road, which runs through the centre of the site. This is a UKBAP Priority
Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal Importance in England under Section 41
of the NERC Act (2006).
Invertebrates

3.9

The following invertebrates (Table 2) have been recorded from the area. With the exception of
the Scarce Chaser, all have been recorded within the last six years. The Scarce Chaser was
recorded in 2001.
Table 2: Invertebrates recorded in the survey area
Species

Latin name

Status

Brown Hairstreak

Thecla betulae

NERC S41 UKBAP Priority

Small Heath

Coenonympha pamphilus

GB RedList NT, NERC S41 UK BAP Priority

Wall

Lasiommata megera

GB RedList NT, NERC S41 UK BAP Priority

Scarce Chaser

Libellula fulva

GB RedList NT

Reptiles
3.10

Records were returned for a Grass Snake Natrix helvetica in 2017 along a track to the south of
the Adur.
Water Vole

3.11

European Water Vole Arvicola amphibius has not been recorded since 1998 when it was found
at Morley Farm. This is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of
Principal Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006). It is listed under
Schedule 5 of the Wildlife and Countryside Act (as amended).
Notable plants

3.12

Records have been returned for six rare plants within the last 10 years including Rye Brome
Bromus secalinus (IUCN Red List NT, Nationally Scarce) and Dyer’s Greenweed Genista
tinctoria subsp. tinctoria (IUCN Red List VU). There are slightly older records for an addtional
five species.
Non-native plant species

3.13

August 2019

Records for 11 non-native plant species have been returned in the search which includes
Hybrid Bluebell Hyacinthoides x massartiana, Indian Balsam Impatiens glandulifera and
Japanese Knotweed Fallopia japonica.
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PROTECTED HABITATS
Priority habitats
3.14

The following priority habitats have been recorded within the site boundary:
•

Ancient Woodland

•

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

•

Ponds

Statutory and non-statutory designated sites
3.19

There are no statutory or non-statutory designated sites within 2 km of the site.

FIELD SURVEY
HABITATS AND FEATURES
3.20

August 2019

The following habitats and features are present within the site:
•

Ancient semi-natural woodland

•

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

•

Plantation woodland

•

Willow carr

•

Remnant woodland fragments and tree-lines

•

Notable, veteran and ancient trees

•

Hedgerows

•

Rivers and streams

•

Ponds (waterbodies up to 2 ha)

•

Wet ditches

•

Swamp and fen

•

Damp grassland

•

Marshy grassland

•

Semi-improved grassland

•

Improved grassland

•

Mixed ruderal and rough vegetation

•

Arable fields

•

Buildings

•

Compost Heap
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3.21

The survey results are presented in the form of a phase 1 habitat map (Appendix 1). The target
notes are available on an excel spreadsheet (on request) together with all species recorded in
the survey area.
Ancient Semi-natural Woodland

3.22

There are two areas of ancient woodland within the survey area, Spinning Wood and
Blackstone Gate Wood. The canopy of Spinning Wood is dominated by Pedunculate Oak
Quercus robur with both standard and coppiced trees with a trunk diameter of 0.35 m to 0.7 m.
The western edge supports a line of older and much larger trees, some of which are notable.

3.23

Many of these trees have splits, holes and other features with the potential to support a range of
species including bats. Dead wood is within the canopy and on the woodland floor together with
piles of brash.

3.24

The field layer is mostly dominated by bramble scrub with very little in the shrub layer apart from
some scattered coppiced Hazel Corylus avellana stools.

3.25

Blackstone Gate Wood is variously dominated by Oak Quercus robur and Ash Fraxinus
excelsior, many of which are mature with the associated features described above. Scrub
thickets are frequent in this woodland.

3.26

The field layer is rich with many Ancient Woodland Indicator’s (AWI’s) such as Bluebell
Hyacinthoides-non-scripta, Scaly Male-fern Dryopteris affinis, Remote Sedge Carex remota,
Wood Sedge Carex sylvatica and Wood Speedwell Veronica montana.

3.27

An additional area of ancient woodland was surveyed due to its proximity to the survey area.
Woodhouse Wood is along the south east margin of the proposed Low Weald Area SA414 with
two sides of the woodland along the site boundary.

3.28

The canopy is varioulsy dominated by Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur and Ash Fraxinus
excelsior with Hornbeam Carpinus betulus with a proportion of the latter two species having
been coppiced many years ago.

3.29

There is a patchy shrub layer with coppiced Hazel Corylus avellana and areas of Holly Ilex
aquifolium thicket. The oaks vary in diameter from 0.4 m to 1 m in diameter with larger
specimens along the periphery. A number of trees have dead branches or dead parts on the
main stem, woodpecker holes, lifted bark and splits suitable for nesting birds, bats and dead
wood invertebrates. There is also dead wood habittat on the woodland floor.

3.30

Many woodland plants were still visible such as Bluebell Hyacinthoides-non-scripta, False
Brome Brachypodium sylvaticum, Wood Millet Milium effusum, Primrose Primula vulgaris, Scaly
Male-fern Dryopteris affinis and Wood Melick Melica uniflora.

3.31

No non-native invasive species were found in the woodlands described above.
Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

3.32

August 2019

There are two main areas of mature mixed deciduous woodland; both of which are shown on
the 1879 Sussex Sheet XXXVIII ordnance survey map.
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3.33

Blackland Copse at Target Note (TN) 157 is dominated by Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur with
a trunk diameter of 0.4 m to 0.8 m. The shrub layer is very patchy with occasional coppiced
Hazel Corylus avellana and areas of Holly Ilex aquifolium with scattered Blackthorn Prunus
spinosa and Hawthorn Crataegus monogyna.

3.34

The field layer is mostly dominated by dense bramble scrub interrupted and masking a scatter
of woodland plants including AWI’s such as Bluebell Hyacinthoides-non-scripta, Lesser Skullcap
Scutellaria minor and Remote Sedge Carex remota. The latter two species are found in damp
flushes along with Pendulous Sedge Carex pendula.

3.35

Dead wood is a feature of the woodland found both on the woodland floor and on the trees in
the form of dead branches and sometimes parts of the stem. There are also splits, holes and
fractures where trees have lost branches. These features have the potential to support both
nesting birds and bats.

3.36

The other main area of deciduous woodland is just outside the survey area to the west and
abutting the site margin (TN 66). The canopy is varioulsy dominated by mature Pedunculate
Oak Quercus robur and Ash Fraxinus excelsior with much dead wood on the woodland floor.

3.37

There are five smaller areas of lowland mixed deciduous woodland dotted throughout the
survey area, some of which have very mature and notable trees.

3.38

No non-native invasive species were found in these woodlands.
Plantation woodland

3.39

There is much plantation woodland in the area particularly around Sakeham Farm, Abbeylands
Farm and Fieldlands Farm. The species are all native such as Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur,
Field Maple Acer campestre and Ash Fraxinus excelsior. Most of the trees within areas of
plantation woodland have a diameter at breast height (DBH) of mostly below 0.3 m, though
there are some older trees where these have pre-existed and been surrounded by plantation.

3.40

The woodland at Fieldlands Farm has been planted on extremely wet land and has a high
proportion of Alder Alnus glutinosa and Grey Willow Salix cinerea in places.

3.41

A very small strip of woodland at Abbeylands, fringing a larger area of plantation as described
above, is dominated by the evergreen Douglas Fir Pseudotsuga menziesii.

3.42

These woodlands have field layers which are varioulsy dominated by grasses, nettles, mixed
ruderals and bramble scrub. In places, woodland species are just beginning to appear such as
ferns.
Willow carr

3.43

Two areas of willow carr were recorded, the largest at TN 140. This area is dominated by Crack
Willow Salix fragilis with Alder Alnus glutinosa. The field layer is dominated by Common Nettle
Urtica dioica, which is typical of this habitat.

3.44

Willow carr is very wet woodland, usually retaining standing water underfoot into the summer
months.

August 2019
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Remnant woodland fragments and tree-lines
3.45

Fragments of woodland and tree-lines pre-dating 1879 and shown on the 1879 Sussex Sheet
XXXVIII ordnance survey map are throughout the area. These areas (along with hedgerows
dating from pre-1879) support a high number of very mature and notable oaks as well as AWI’s.

3.46

Some, such as the remnant woodland at TN 17, and the tree-line at TN 10 are on double banks
(much eroded) and may be the remnants of old tracks or boundary features. Others, such as
TN’s 42, 416 and 421, for example, may be the remnants of ancient woodlands.

3.47

The majority of tree-lines in the area are a mixture of mature (DBH 0.6 m – 0.9 m) and notable
trees.
Notable, veteran and ancient trees

3.48

In total 100 notable, veteran and ancient trees were recorded. This amounted to 88 notable
trees, 9 veteran trees and 3 ancient trees. These are throughout the site in hedgerows, tree
lines and banks along woodland edges. Such trees were also found on heavily eroded banks
and double banks with the look of old boundaries and ancient track ways.

3.49

The vast majority of the very old trees are Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur with just several
each of Field Maple Acer campestre and Ash Fraxinus excelsior.
Hedgerows

3.50

In total 104 hedgerows were surveyed which amounts to approximately 90% of the hedgerows
in the survey area. The surveyed hedgerows had a combined length of approximately 19.4 km.

3.51

Species with the highest frequency and abundance are Blackthorn Prunus spinosa and
Hawthorn Crataegus monogyna. Other woody species occurring frequently include Field Maple
Acer campestre, Dogwood Cornus sanguinea and Pedunculate Oak Quercus robur and the
woody scrambling Dog-rose Rosa canina. Species found occasionally include Spindle
Euonymous europaeus, Hazel Corylus avellana, Ash Fraxinus excelsior English Elm Ulmus
procera and Wild Privet Ligustrum vulgare. On the rare occasion species such as Guelder-rose
Viburnum opulus, Wayfaring-tree Viburnum lantana and Wych Elm Ulmus glabra were found.
Midland Hawthorn Crataegus laevigata, which is considered to be an indication of hedgerow
antiquity, was found on just two occasions though it is likely to be more frequent.

3.52

Due to the rural nature of the landscape all the hedgerows surveyed supported native woody
species and climbers such as Honeysuckle Lonicera periclymenum and occasionally Hops
Humulus lupulus. No non-native species formed any part of any of the hedgerows.

3.53

The majority of the hedgerows (72%) were species rich with 5 or more woody species within the
hedgerow. Approximately 40% of the all hedgerows surveyed had 7 or more woody species
along their length.

3.54

Hedgerow verges varied in species composition and width, though most had a mixture of
grasses, ruderals, wetland and meadow species. Some had particularly species-rich verges of
note, which were smothered with invertebrates during the survey, such as TN’s 40, 123, 124
and 173 with a range of grassland and wayside species such as Upright Hedge Parsley Torilis
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3.55

japonica, Wild Parsnip Pastinaca sativa, Red Bartsia Odontites vernus, Perforate St. John’swort Hypericum perforatum, Stone Parsley Sison Amomum, Meadow Vetchling Lathyrus
pratensis, Common Knapweed Centaurea nigra and many more.
Photograph 1: A hedgerow verge adjacent to an arable field at TN 128

3.56

Over half of the hedgerows had associated ditches with the potential to hold water or were
along a steam, amounting to a stream and ditch network approximately 11.5 km in extent. Many
of these hedgerows support tall wetland species such as Great Willowherb Epilobium hirsutum,
Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria, Hemlock Water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata and Marsh
Woundwort Stachys palustris.

3.57

Standard trees were found throughout the hedgerow network and occur in approximately 52%
of the hedgerows surveyed. Many of these trees have features suitable for roosting bats.

3.58

Several hedgerows have signs of very old hedge-laying (Photograph 2) with branches near to
the ground growing at a right angle such as found at TN’s 49, 57 and 58. Other signs of
antiquity are present in the form of eroded banks and notable trees along the hedgerow. Ancient
Woodland Indicator’s were present but were not actively looked for due to abundant summer
growth hiding such species, and the fact that many have disappeared by the late summer.
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Photograph 2: Evidence of old hedge laying at Sakeham Farm

Rivers and streams
3.59

The River Adur bounds the north of the Low Weald Area SA414 and two tributaries traverse the
area; one to the south of Sakeham Farm and the other, Chess Stream, through Morely Farm.

3.60

The River Adur is fringed by a tall margin of wetland vegetation with a diversity of species such
as Reed Canary-grass Phalaris arundinacea, Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima,
Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria, Common Club-rush Schoenoplectus lacustris, Wild Angelica
Angelica sylvestris, Water Mint Mentha aquatica, Purple-loosestrife Lythrum salicaria, Water
Figwort Scrophularia auriculata and Branched Bur-reed Sparganium erectum. Aquatic species,
such as Water-plantain Alisma plantago-aquatica, Yellow Water-lily Nuphar lutea and
Amphibious Bistort Persicaria amphibia are found in areas where the flow is sluggish.

3.61

The Adur floods each year onto the surrounding land, which is demonstrated by marshy areas
with robust wetland vegetation similar to that found in the river and the large ponds along the
Adur. The surrounding grassland has species that can tolerate inundation and low areas of
Floating Sweet-grass Glyceria fluitans swamp and shallow pools of water.

3.62

The tributary traversing the middle of the site flows through boundary features and crosses at a
weir along the public footpath. At the western part of the site to the south of Sakeham Farm, the
ditches are in the open and surrounded by lush wetland vegetation, shallow pools and large
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ponds. This is the Sakeham Farm wetland and cattle grazing maintains the open nature of this
area.
3.63

The tributary to the south of the site is best described as a stream (known as Chess Stream)
surrounded by a wooded corridor. Trees of wet habitats such as Grey Willow Salix cinerea and
Alder Alnus glutinosa, as well as scrubby hedgerow species, bramble thickets and mature oaks
surround it.

3.64

In open areas wetland species thrive such as Hemlock Water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata,
Great Willowherb Epilobium hirsutum, Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria and Marsh Woundwort
Stachys palustris.
Ponds (water-bodies < 2 ha in size)

3.65

Ponds vary from very small to very large (lake size) and 28 can be found throughout the survey
area in open fields, tucked away in scrubby field corners, hedgerows, and woodlands, in large
gardens and as part of a mosaic with marshy grassland and fen habitat.

3.66

Perhaps the most notable of the ponds are those that are found along the central watercourse
flowing through the site to the south of Sakeham Farm (Photograph 3). This is a series of ponds
from very shallow with tall, emergent vegetation throughout and small pools of uninterrupted
water to a deep and very large pond with cattle-poached margins forming numerous small pools
of water with different depths and temperatures.
Photograph 3: A large pond at Sakeham Farm wetland with cattle-poached margins
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3.67

This area supports a great diversity of emergent, fringing and aquatic vegetation including
(though not limited to) Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima, Bulrush Typha latifolia, Common
Club-rush Schoenoplectus lacustris, Water-plantain Alisma plantago-aquatica, Fool’s Watercress Apium nodiflorum, Water Mint Mentha aquatica, Purple-loosestrife Lythrum salicaria,
Reed Canary-grass Phalaris arundinacea, Gypsywort Lycopus europaeus, Yellow Iris Iris
pseudacorus, Amphibious bistort Persicaria amphibia and Broad-leaved Pond-weed
Potamogeton natans. Less common species found in good numbers include Narrow-leaved
Water-plantain Alisma lanceolatum, Trifid Bur-marigold Bidens tripartita, and Fine-leaved Waterdropwort Oenanthe aquatica.

3.68

The series of ponds around the Blacklands Farm campsite are also of a substantial size. Two
are used for fishing, but still support much aquatic and water margin vegetation. A series of four
ponds has been created in the same field to the north of the existing ponds along the field
margin. These have abundant aquatic, emergent and water margin vegetation with species
such as Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima, Bulrush Typha latifolia, Common Club-rush
Schoenoplectus lacustris, False Fox-sedge Carex otrubae, Celery-leaved Buttercup
Ranunculus sceleratus, Yellow Iris Iris pseudacorus, Great Willowherb Epilobium hirsutum,
Gypsywort Lycopus europaeus and Brooklime Veronica beccabunga.

3.69

The ponds just to the south of the Adur are slightly different again with tree-covered islands in
the centre and interrupted trees and scrub around the peripheries. They also have dense
margins of fringing and emergent wetland vegetation (Photograph 4) with dominant Branched
Bur-reed Sparganium erectum and frequent Hemlock Water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata, Softrush Juncus effusus, Fool’s Water-cress Apium nodiflorum Yellow Loosestrife Lysimachia
vulgaris, Gypsywort Lycopus europaeus, Common Fleabane Pulicaria dysenterica, Hedge
Bindweed Calystegia sepium. Other species include Arrowhead Sagittaria sagittifolia,
Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria, Marsh Woundwort Stachys palustris, Wild Angelica Angelica
sylvestris and Water Figwort Scrophularia auriculata

3.70

One pond at, TN 33, is dominated by lush wetland vegetation and is surrounded by swamp
habitat varioulsy dominated by Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria fluitans and Reed Canary-grass
Phalaris arundinacea.

3.71

Three additional ponds were found in fields at TN’s 47, 132 and 352. These were not quite as
species rich but still support a good range of aquatic and water margin vegetation such as
Bulrush Typha latifolia, Hemlock Water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata, Bittersweet Solanum
dulcamara, Common Water-crowfoot Ranunculus aquatilis and Common Water-starwort
Callitriche stagnalis.

3.72

An additional 10 ponds were surveyed within woodland or scrubby extensions of hedgerows.
These were mostly surrounded by willow or Blackthorn Prunus spinosa scrub with very little, if
any, associated wetland vegetation. All but one were still holding water at the time of the survey.
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Photograph 4: View across part of one of the ponds adjacent to the Adur

3.73

A series of large garden ponds at Sakeham Farm support a range of wetland species most
similar to those found at the Blacklands Farm ponds. These species mostly form a narrow
margin of emergent and fringing vegetation that is left during the summer months and trimmed
back in the winter.

3.74

The ponds at Abbeylands Farm, Fieldlands Farm and at Sakeham Farm (though now joined to
several new ponds) are shown on the 1879 OS map, as are the ponds at TN’s 5, 33, 41, 47,
104, 195, 197 and 209.
Wet ditches

3.75

Wet ditches are throughout the area and usually associated with hedgerows. The hedgerows to
the north of the survey area have the wettest ditches with the widest margins of wetland
vegetation. The vegetation is lush and varied and similar to that fringing the ponds.

3.76

Other hedgerows with ditches that dry out in the summer have wetland species that are more
tolerant of seasonally dry conditions such as Great Willowherb Epilobium hirsutum,
Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria, Common Fleabane Pulicaria dysenterica and Bittersweet
Solanum dulcamara.
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3.77

Open ditches are in the north of the site, adjacent to the Adur and to the south of Sakeham
Farm in the wetland area leading to and within the area of ponds, swamp and fen (Photograph
5). These ditches support a high diversity of wetland species including Reed Sweet-grass
Glyceria maxima, Common Club-rush Schoenoplectus lacustris, Water-plantain Alisma
plantago-aquatica, Fool’s Water-cress Apium nodiflorum, Water Mint Mentha aquatica, Purpleloosestrife Lythrum salicaria, Reed Canary-grass Phalaris arundinacea and Gypsywort Lycopus
europaeus.
Photograph 5: View across one of the ditches at Sakeham Farm

Swamp and fen
3.78

Fragments of swamp and fen habitat can be found surrounding ditches, some ponds and along
lower lying areas within the floodplain grassland along the River Adur. The majority of these
areas are dominated by either Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima or Reed Canary-grass
Phalaris arundinacea.

3.79

These dominant species sometimes form single-species stands or, in places, can be found with
a range of associates such as Hemlock Water-dropwort Oenanthe crocata, Soft-rush Juncus
effusus, Common Fleabane Pulicaria dysenterica and Hedge Bindweed Calystegia sepium.

3.80

In wet depressions within areas of short grassland and sometimes surrounding the more robust
vegetation, Floating Sweet-grass Glyceria fluitans becomes dominant.
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3.81

A greater area of continuous wetland habitat is found along the Adur tributary to the south of
this in the Sakeham Farm wetland. This is an area of ditches and large ponds along a sheltered
shallow valley corridor. Wetland habitat is sometimes around extended fringes of water bodies
that have been trampled by cattle or in low-lying wet areas. It forms a mosaic with pools of water
and slightly higher and drier ground.

3.82

Reed Sweet-grass Glyceria maxima, tall sedges or Soft-rush Juncus effusus variously dominate
wetter areas. These are very wet underfoot with a range of associated species such as Waterplantain Alisma plantago-aquatica, Fool’s Water-cress Apium nodiflorum, Water Mint Mentha
aquatica, Narrow-leaved Water-plantain Alisma lanceolatum, Purple-loosestrife Lythrum
salicaria, Marsh Yellow-cress Rorippa palustris and less common species

3.83

such as Narrow-leaved Water-plantain Alisma lanceolatum and Fine-leaved Water-dropwort
Oenanthe aquatica.
Damp grassland

3.84

This grassland is dominated by species that are indicative of ground that holds surface water,
which may be as a result of flooding or of strongly impeded drainage. Areas of damp grassland
tend to be dominated by Yorkshire-fog Holcus lanatus and Creeping Bent Agrostis stolonifera,
with other grasses showing a more patchy distribution such as Perennial Rye-grass Lolium
perenne, Rough Meadow-grass Poa trivialis, Meadow Foxtail Alopecurus pratensis and
Meadow Barley Hordeum secalinum. In very wet areas, such as along the Adur, Marsh Foxtail
Alopecurus geniculatus, reaches local prominence.

3.85

Flowering plants tend to have a scattered distribution, and many are indicative of wet conditions
with some fields supporting abundant Common Fleabane Pulicaria dysenterica and Creeping
Buttercup Ranunculus repens and others with vetches such as Smooth Tare Vicia tetrasperma,
Hairy Tare Vicia tetrasperma and Common Vetch Vicia sativa. Rushes such as Soft-rush
Juncus effusus have a scattered distribution.
Marshy Grassland

3.86

Areas of marshy grassland are concentrated around the watercourses, particualry the River
Adur, the Sakeham Farm wetlands and the narrow fields to the east of this. These areas are
very wet and tend to be dominated by species that tolerate long periods of inundation such as
Tall Fescue Schedonorus arundinaceus, Tufted Hair-grass Deschampsia cespitosa and Softrush Juncus effusus with associated grasses such as Creeping Bent Agrostis stolonifera, Marsh
Foxtail Alopecurus geniculatus and Yorkshire-fog Holcus lanatus. This vegetation tends to form
a mosaic with small areas of swamp vegetation. The vegetation in these areas is characteristic
of permanently moist and periodically inundated ground.
Semi-improved grassland

3.87

August 2019

Some fields support a greater range of herbaceous species, although these tend to be
widespread and common grassland plants such as Selfheal Prunella vulgaris, Creeping
Buttercup Ranunculus repens, White Clover Trifolium repens, Red Clover Trifolium pratense,
Creeping Cinquefoil Potentilla reptans, Yarrow Achillea millefolium, Ribwort Plantain Plantago
lanceolata and Common Knapweed Centaurea nigra.
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Improved grassland
3.88

Improved grassland is found around the Blacklands Farm campsite and in a few fields. This is a
highly productive grassland type that can withstand heavy activity and grazing and is generally
dominated by the trample resistent Perennial Rye-grass Lolium perenne. Associates are few
and grassland forbs form a low cover and are mostly limited to Creeping Buttercup Ranunculus
repens and White Clover Trifolium repens.
Mixed ruderal and rough vegetation

3.89

Ruderals are scattered throughout the area, usually on the fringes of or intermixed with tall
wetland vegetation, and occasionally reaching local prominence along the river and stream
banks. The most common species are Common Nettle Urtica dioica, Curled Dock Rumex
crispus and Broad-leaved Dock Rumex obtusifolius.

3.90

A notable area of ruderals and rough vegetation is at TN 102 where they are intermixed with
wetland vegetation in a sheltered setting. Species include Great Willowherb Epilobium hirsutum,
Meadowsweet Filipendula ulmaria, Common Nettle Urtica dioica, Marsh Thistle Crisium
palustre, Upright Hedge-parsley Torilis japonica and Hogweed Heracleum sphondylium.

3.91

A large spoil heap also has a high diversity of ruderals and rough vegetation with Hemlock
Conium maculatum, Creeping Thistle Cirsium arvense, Common Ragwort Senecio jacobea,
Mugwort Artemisia vulgaris, Common Mallow Malva sylvestris, Opium Poppy Papaver
somniferum, Black Horehound Ballota nigra, Square-stalked Willowherb Epilobium tetragonum,
Spear-thistle Cirsium vulgare and White Dead-nettle Lamium album.
Arable fields

3.92

Arable fields dominate the south and the west of the survey area. Some have narrow field
margins whereas others are slightly wider and support a mix of herbaceous plants such as
White Clover Trifolium repens and Creeping Cinquefoil Potentilla reptans while others are
grassy with scattered flowering plants.

3.93

In places, arable weeds reach local prominence such as Scarlet Pimpernel Anagallis arvensis,
Cut-leaved Crane’s-bill Geranium dissectum, Round-leaved Fluellen Kickxia spuria Wall
Speedwell Veronica arvensis and Knotgrass Polygonum avviculare.
Buildings

3.94

Farm buildings and barns are scattred at a very low denisty throught the survey area. Many of
the buildings are old and so have gaps beneath tiles and potential access points into the
interior.

3.95

Some barns, such as at Sakeham Farm, have been adapted in order to attract nesting birds.
Manure heap

3.96

A very large manure heap is adjacent to TN 50. Such habitat is useful in a landscape for
breeding reptiles.

PROTECTED SPECIES
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Badger
3.97

Evidence of Badger activity was found throughout the survey area. A possible sett was found
along a bank with mature trees and scrub at Morely Farm (TN 107) and another in mature
lowland deciduous woodland at TN 66, alongside the survey area boundary adjacent to
Sakeham Farm.

3.98

Bolt holes and latrines were found along the overgrown hedgerow at TN 21, just to the south of
Abbeylands Farm and another to the north of Abbeylands Farm, again in a mature hedgerow on
a bank.

3.99

Bolt holes, latrines and extensive foraging activity were also noted to the south east of the area
in the woodland adjacent and abutting the survey area boundary at TN 135. Bolt holes were
along the bank of the survey area boundary.

3.100

Extensive foraging activity, in the form of snuffle holes, was found all along the floodplain
grassland alongside and to the south of the River Adur and in damp grassland around the
plantation woodland at Sakeham Farm. This was intensive in areas.

3.101

Staff at Sakeham farm report a Badger taking a regular route each night along the track
adjacent to plantation woodland extending east from Sakeham Farm and heading into the area
of plantation woodland.

3.102

It must be noted that setts and bolt holes are extremely difficult to find on a walkover survey
during the summer months as they are hidden behind dense summer growth, particularly
bramble thickets.
Birds

3.103

The background data search revealed 96 species found in the survey area. The highest number
of records were for the Nightingale Luscinia megarhynchos (BoCC Red List, Notable).

3.104

An additional survey was undertaken by the Henfield Birdwatch. This survey was restricted to
public footpaths and missed the peak recording time at the beginning of the breeding season. It
acts as a ‘snapshot’ as it was undertaken in June so also misses those that use the site in the
winter.

3.105

This survey recorded 56 species including 9 species on the Birds of Conservation Concern Red
List and 4 on the Amber List. Red Kite Milvus milvus was also recorded – this is An IUCN Red
List species and on Annex 1 of the EU Birds Directive.

3.106

During the walkover survey a total of 38 species of birds were recorded adding a further 5
species to those recorded by the Henfield Birdwatch included 3 on the BoCC Amber List.

3.107

Birds were sometimes recorded in high numbers such as a flock of 30+ Goldfinch Carduelis
carduelis foraging over an extensive area of rough grassland and ruderal species growing on a
large spoil heap at Sakeham Farm. A smaller flock of 8+ Long-tailed Tits Aegithalos caudatus
were flying between trees in hedgerows to the south of Morely Farm. In addtion 20+ House
Sparrows Passer domesticus were seen and heard at Sakeham Farm where they are nesting in
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the large barn and a further 10 + House Sparrows were seen flying between buildings and trees
at Morely Farm.
3.108

Bird species lists from the SxBRC, the walkover survey and the Henfield Bird Watch are given in
Appendix 2.

3.109

A good representation of birds of prey have been recorded in the survey area such as Buzzard
Buteo buteo, Kestrel Falco tinnunculus, Osprey Pandion haliaetu (Birds Directive A1, Amber,
Notable, Red Kite (IUCN Red List) , Hobby Falco subbuteo (Notable).

3.110

Owls are also well represented with Tawny Owl Strix aluco (Amber-list, Notable), Barn Owl Tyto
alba (Notable) and Little Owl Athene noctua (all seen or heard during the survey). Sakeham
Farm usually has a good population of breeding Barn Owls as boxes are dotted around the site.
Barn Owls also breed annually in a box at the edge of the block of woodland bounding the west
boundary of the survey area (adjacent to Sakeham Farm). Boxes are also at Eaton Thorne
Riding School (along the eastern boundary of the survey area). Woodhouse Wood, the block of
ancient woodland on the south east boundary, also has an owl box along the north boundary
that is likely used. Two Barn Owls were heard calling to each other at Morley Farm, a field away
to the north of this during a bat survey.

3.111

Wetland species such as Mute Swan Cygnus olor and Mallard Anas platyrhynchos were seen
with their young during surveys in ponds along the Adur and to the south of Sakeham Farm.
Mute Swans with their surviving cygnet in one of the ponds to the south of the Adur are shown
in Photograph 6. Reed Warblers Acrocephalus scirpaceus were heard in the long vegetation
along ditches, ponds and the River Adur.

Photograph 6: Mute Swans and one surviving cygnet
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Bats
3.112

Four locations were surveyed to give an idea of bat activity through the survey area. The
locations are 1. Sakeham Farm garden ponds (TQ 2229 1902), 2. Sakeham Farm wetlands (TQ
2251 1868), 3. Sake Ride Lane (TQ 2291 1814) and 4. near Morely Farm House (TQ 2307
1749).

3.113

Surveys were undertaken on the 2nd, 9th and 13th of August 2019. However, the weather
turned wet and windy on the 9th of August and was therefore was not suitable for foraging bats.

3.114

Bats are difficult to locate and cannot be easily identified in flight as many species have very
similar echolocation calls making accurate species identification difficult, especially for cryptic
groups like Myotis bats.

3.115

The table below gives the list of species confirmed to be present and likely present. A total of 8
species were recorded and an additional 4 species may be present but could not be recorded
with confidence, as additional data would be necessary to confirm.
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Table 3: Bat species recorded over three visits

3.116

Common name

Latin name

Confirmed

Serotine

Eptesicus serotinus

Daubenton's bat

Myotis daubentonii

Natterer's bat

Myotis nattereri

Whiskered

Myotis mystacinus

Brandts

Myotis brandtii

Leislers

Nyctalus leisleri

�

Noctule bat

Nyctalus noctula

Common Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus pipistrellus

�
�

Nathusius's Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus nathusii

Soprano Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus pygmaeus

Brown Long-eared bat

Plecotus auritus

Particoloured bat

Vespertilio murimus

Possible

�
�
�
�
�

�
�
�
�

The following table gives the locations of the bats showing that a good range of species is
present throughout the survey area.
Table 4: Bat species with locations
Common name

Latin name

Serotine

Eptesicus serotinus

1

Daubenton's bat

Myotis daubentonii

Natterer's bat

Myotis nattereri

Whiskered

Myotis mystacinus

Leislers

Nyctalus leisleri

Noctule bat

Nyctalus noctula

Common Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus pipistrellus

Soprano Pipistrelle

Pipistrellus pygmaeus

Particoloured bat

Vespertilio murimus

2

3

4

�
�

�
�
�
�

�

�
�
�
�

�
�
�

�
�

�
�
�

�
�

3.117

The Particoloured bat Vespertilio murimus gives a very distinctive reading, however, this was
extremely brief and so it has not been recorded as definitely present. This is a migrant species
that is gradually being recorded more frequently in the UK.

3.118

Soprano Pipistrelles were recorded in very high numbers at locations 1 and 3 and Daubenton
activity was very high at location 1.
Brown Hare

3.119

August 2019

No records were returned for Brown Hare Lepus europaeus, though it may be present within the
survey area. This species generally prefers a mosaic of farmland habitat, though with larger,
more open fields such as those in the south of the survey area. Woodland may be frequented
for shelter in winter.
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Common Toad
3.120

Common Toad Bufo bufo was found during the survey at Morley Farm House, where individuals
are frequently rescued from around the swimming pool. This is one of the properties excluded
from the survey area, but toads breeding in the pond there will disperse into the surrounding
countryside to live, forage and hibernate.

3.121

Workers at Sakeham Farm reported that they see toads every year in the garden ponds and in
the Sakeham Farm wetlands. Moreover, most of the ponds throughout the survey area and
many of the ditches would provide suitable breeding habitat for this species and so the
population could be substantial.
Dormouse

3.122

There is suitable habitat for Dormouse in the form of woodlands and species rich overgrown
and outgrown hedgerows. This species is increasingly reported living in hedgerows and scrub
providing that there is sufficient forage to support a population. Many hedgerows in the area are
overgrown, diverse and with (sometimes high) banks of dense bramble growing along the
periphery. This is ideal Dormouse habitat.
Fish
European Eel

3.123

European Eel elvers migrate along the coastline and into river estuaries in order to grow. After
5–20 years in fresh water, the eels become sexually mature and they begin their migration back
to the Sargasso Sea to spawn.

3.124

This species has been found along the River Adur and is also known to frequent smaller
streams and ditches. European Eel is likely to be in all three watercourses traversing the survey
area and, due to the good habitat connectivity, a proportion of the ditches. European Eel could
also be in the ponds in the Sakeham Farm wetlands and ponds and ditches to the south of the
Adur, with movement facilitated by winter flooding.
Sea Trout

3.125

Sea Trout have also been found along the Adur where they have migrated from the sea to
breed. The young fish (parr) are territorial and solitary. They require plenty of cover in the river
from stones, aquatic and emergent species and trailing bankside plants. They also require
water that is not too fast flowing. These features are abundant in the area.
Great Crested Newt

3.126

August 2019

Great Crested Newt has not been recorded in the area, however RSK Carter Environment Ltd.
undertook a pond survey along the alignment of a proposed cable route through Sussex in 2011
(RSK 2012). The nearest record from this survey (2011) is a breeding pond approximately 175
m to the east of the boundary in the south of the survey area at OS grid reference TQ 23500
16825. This survey also found GCN to be breeding in the two ponds surveyed at Great Wapses
Farm approximately 580 m to the east of the survey area and in four ponds at Twineham Place
Farm approximately 1.2 km from the survey area.
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3.127

GCN is almost certainly present throughout the survey area in ponds to the south of the Adur,
particularly in the Sakeham Farm wetlands (where the population could be very high due to
extensive suitable habitat) and likely in the field ponds at TN’s 352 and 132. This species is also
likely to be at some of the ponds at Blacklands.

3.128

GCN may also be breeding in the ponds associated with Sakeham Farm and Abbeylands Farm
as well as ponds associated with farm buildings that are excluded from the survey area but
embedded within the proposed development footprint such as at Morely Farm House and
Fieldlands Farm.
Harvest Mouse

3.129

There are three large areas that may support this species: areas of fen and swamp vegetation
intermixed with rough vegetation and ruderals along the Adur; the tall wetland vegetation at
Sakeham Farm wetlands; and the areas of tall rough and ruderal vegetation to the south of
Morley Farm at TN 102.

3.130

Additional areas of linear habitat are throughout the survey area in the form of outgrown
scrubby hedgerows and the associated rough, wetland and tall grassland vegetation along the
hedgerows and ditches. This hedgerow network provides dispersal corridors across the
landscape.
Hedgehog

3.131

One Western European Hedgehog was recorded during a bat survey along Sake Ride Lane
showing that this species is in the area.

3.132

A search of the National Biodiversity Gateway Atlas showed records for this species at
Wineham, to the north of Henfield, around Sayers Common and Partridge Green.

3.133

This is a species of hedgerows, waysides, meadows and woodland and given the low density of
housing, cars and lanes and the abundance of these habitats within the survey area, it could
well be widespread.
Invertebrates
Butterflies

3.134

During the field surveys 19 different species of butterfly were recorded which are shown, with
their conservation status, in Table 5.

3.135

This is a high number to see during a rapid walkover survey of a large area and some species
were seen in very high numbers in places such as Gatekeeper and Marbled White (shown in
Photograph 7 feeding on Common Knapweed in a meadow at TN 11). Many were seen on
numerous locations throughout the suvey area.

3.136

This is partly because the hedgerows support a good range of woody species with flower-rich
hedgerow and ditch margins that provide many caterpillar food plants, adult nectar sources,
areas to pupate and a sheltered environment protected from the wind.
Table 5: Butterflies recorded in surveys 20-29th July and 9th August 2019
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English name

Latin name

Conservation status

Brimstone

Gonepteryx rhamni

Brown Hairstreak

Thecla betulae

Comma

Polygonia c-album

S41 Species NERC, BAP

Gatekeeper

Pyronia tithonus

Green-veined White

Pieris napi

Large Skipper

Ochlodes sylvanus

Large White

Pieris brassicae

Marbled White

Melanargia galathea

Meadow Brown

Maniola jurtina

Painted Lady

Vanessa cardui

Peacock Butterfly

Aglais io

Red Admiral

Vanessa atalanta

Ringlet

Aphantopus hyperantus

Small Heath

Coenonympha pamphilus

Small Skipper

Thymelicus sylvestris

Small Tortoiseshell

Aglais urticae

Small White

Pieris rapae

Speckled Wood

Pararge aegeria

Wall

Lasiommata megera

S41 Species NERC, BAP (research)

S41 Species NERC, BAP (research)

Photograph 7: Marbled White Butterflies feeding on Common Knapweed
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Odonata
3.137

A total of 15 species of dragonfly and damselfly were observed during the walkover survey with
additional probable sightings for Southern Hawker Aeshna cyanea and Four-spotted Chaser
Libellula quadrimaculata – though these two species could not be confirmed with certainty.
Dragonflies and damselflies were mostly associated with wetland habitats but frequently found
in fields, trees and hawking along hedgerows. A list of species seen is given in Table 6.

3.138

The SxBRC background data search included the Scarce Chaser Libellula fulva, which was
recorded in 2001. This species is almost certainly still in the area, but it would likely take an
Odonata survey to find it, as it is very similar to the Black-tailed Skimmer.

3.139

As with the butterflies, some species were found in very high numbers with 43 Banded
Demoiselles seen at one spot along the Adur and over 30 Blue-tailed Damselflies seen in at one
spot in a pond at the Sakeham Farm wetland area. The Brown Hawker was throughout the
survey area hunting through the still air alongside hedgerows. The Ruddy Darter and Common
Darter were holding territories along hedgerow ditches throughout the survey area.

3.140

The Sakeham Farm wetlands had the highest diversity of Odonata, though they were seen in
high numbers along all the watercourses and in garden and field ponds.

3.141

The less common White-legged Damselfly was seen in a ditch at the Sakeham Farm wetlands
and in vegetation surrounding one of the field ponds to the south of the Adur.
Table 6: Odonata seen during surveys 20-29th July and 9th August 2019
Common name

August 2019

Latin name

Azure damselfly

Coenagrion puella

Banded Demoiselle

Calopteryx splendens

Beautiful Demoiselle

Calopteryx vergo

Black-tailed Skimmer

Orthetrum cancellatum

Blue-tailed Damselfly

Ischnura elegans

Broad-bodied Chaser

Libellula depressa

Brown Hawker

Aeshna grandis

Common Blue Damselfly

Enallagma cyathigerum

Common Darter

Sympetrum striolatum

Emperor Dragonfly

Anax imperator

Large Red Damselfly

Pyrrhosoma nymphula

Red-eyed Damselfly

Erythromma najas

Ruddy Darter

Sympetrum sanguineum

Southern Hawker

Aeshna cyanea

White-legged Damselfly

Platycnemis pennipes
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Photograph 8: Ruddy darter at the side of one of the ponds in the Sakeham Farm wetlands

Other invertebrates
3.142

General invertebrate surveys (not including Odonata) were undertaken in three locations on the
29th August and the 31st July 2019. One location was along a hedgerow verge at TN 40 in the
north part of the survey area; another in the Sakeham Farm wetlands (TN 53); and the third in
the ruderal and rough vegetation to the south of Morley Farm (TN 103). Approximately three
hours was spent at each location.

3.143

A good number of invertebrates including hoverflies, ladybirds, parasitic wasps, bumblebees
and spiders were found with 43 species along the hedgerow, 93 species in the wetlands and 52
species in the area of mixed rough and ruderal vegetation to the south of Morley Farm.

3.144

The less common species are given in Table 7 below with their statuses. It must be noted that
Lygus pratensis is now known to be far more widespread, but the status has not yet been
updated.

Table 7: Results of invertebrate surveys undertaken 29th August and 1st July
August 2019
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3.145

Species

Location

Status

Enoplognatha latimana

Hedgerow, Wineham

LOCAL

Gymnosoma rotundatum

Hedgerow, Wineham

SxRSI

Eupteryx thoulessi

Sakeham Farm wetland

LOCAL

Lygus pratensis

Sakeham Farm wetland

IUCN RedList Rare (Pre 94), SxRSI

Megacoelum infusum

Sakeham Farm wetland

WIDELY SCATTERED

Merzomyia westermanni

Sakeham Farm wetland

Nationally notable

Variimorda villosa

Sakeham Farm wetland

SxRSI

Megamelodes quadrimaculatus

Morley Farm, Wineham

LOCAL

Some species are restricted to wetland areas such as Orthonevra nobilis, Helophilus hybridus
and Riponnensia splendens, all found at Sakeham Farm wetlands.
Reptiles

3.146

During the survey one gravid female Slow Worm Anguis fragilis was found under an abandoned
reptile mat in a sheltered meadow at OS grid reference TQ 2317 1900, despite the temperature
being very high.

3.147

Additionally, a basking Grass Snake was disturbed on the banks of the southmost watercourse,
Chess Stream, at OS grid reference TQ 2356 1742.

3.148

Areas of long rough grassland provide ideal foraging habitat for reptiles such as Slow Worm and
Common Lizard Zootoca vivipara.

3.149

It is highly probable that Common Lizard is also present in the area, particularly around
dwellings, field margins and likely around the spoil heap.
Otter

3.150

This species is in the process of re-colonising the county and this landscape can be readily
accessed along the Adur. It offers areas of ideal habitat that are relatively undisturbed and three
Otter holts have been built in such places around Sakeham Farm.
Water Vole

3.151

Just one record for European Water Vole was returned in the background data search from
1998 at Morely Farm. Sounds that could have been Water Vole taking to the water were heard
at the pond at Morely Farm House and along the open ditch to the South of Sakeham Farm.

3.152

Spot checks were made for Water Vole signs in these two areas. Vole feeding signs were seen
but as no latrines were found it is impossible to confirm whether this is Water Vole or Bank Vole
Myodes glareolus.

3.153

Three slow-moving watercourses that are interconnected by an extensive ditch network with
nearby ponds traverse the survey area. Some of these watercourses, ditches and ponds are
fringed with dense wetland vegetation providing ideal forage and cover for Water Vole.
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EVALUATION

HABITATS
General
4.1

This section assesses the intrinsic conservation value of the habitats as well as placing them in
the wider context of the species that they support.
Ancient semi-natural woodland

4.2

The ancient woodlands within the survey area and abutting the survey area have elements of
the NVC communities W8 Fraxinus-excelsior-Acer campestre-Mercurialis perennis woodland
and W10 Quercus robur-Pteridium aquilinum-Rubus fruticosus woodland.

4.3

The most notable aspect of these woodlands is the high proportion of mature and notable trees
with veteran features. They have abundant dead wood habitat both standing and on the
woodland floor.

4.4

Ancient woodland is a Habitat of Principal Importance under Section 41 of the Natural
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 and would therefore require mitigation for its
removal.
Lowland mixed deciduous woodland

4.5

These woodlands are very similar in age and structure to the woodlands classified as ‘ancient’
woodland. There is one exception at Blacklands campsite where a small square block of
woodland has holiday cabins beneath the canopy.

4.6

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland is a Habitat of Principal Importance under Section 41 of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 and would therefore require mitigation
for its removal.
Ancient semi-natural woodland and mixed deciduous woodland – potential impacts

4.7

It is assumed that the main blocks of woodland will be retained. However, it is well documented
that woodland suffers when it is in close proximity to habitation. A relatively recent study of West
Sussex Woodlands (A revision of the Ancient Woodland Inventory for West Sussex 2010)
stated that 64% of the woodlands surveyed showed some form of damage. Many of the
woodlands were said to be close to habitation, though this was not quantified.

4.8

Some of this damage came in the form of rubbish dumping with woodlands near housing
serving as dumping grounds for a variety of rubbish including cars, sofas and fridges. Nonnative invasive species was another problem impacting on 25% of the woods surveyed. This
ranged from the almost complete dominance of the vegetation by Rhododendron
Rhododendron ponticum or Cherry Laurel Prunus laurocerasus, to localised patches of
Himalayan Balsam Impatiens glandulifera.
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4.9

Garden encroachment was another problem and 6% of sites had lost some of their area to the
expansion of gardens. Grass clippings, compost and other garden waste would often be
disposed of in woodland at the back of gardens, thus dispersing garden escapes further and
causing localised nutrient enrichment. This type of activity was recorded in 13% of sites.

4.10

Currently, the blocks of ancient / lowland mixed woodland do not suffer from any of the above,
but it is inevitable that with housing adjacent to these woodlands the above will occur.

4.11

The removal of habitat outside the woodlands will have a negative impact on species that utilise
both woodland and the surrounding countryside such as Badgers foraging to and from areas of
woodland and potential setts; bats roosting in mature trees and commuting to wetland or
sheltered areas to forage; breeding birds nesting in woodlands and foraging in the countryside;
Brown Hare within the woodland and surrounding area; Dormouse within woodlands and
dispersing across hedgerows; and amphibians and reptiles that hibernate in woodlands and
move across the landscape to more open areas to breed.
Plantation woodland

4.12

Areas of mixed deciduous plantation woodland are throughout the northern half of the survey
area and usually adjacent to areas of mature woodland.

4.13

The advantage of these locations is that woodland soil mycorrhiza are present and in the vicinity
and, theoretically should aid the resilience of the trees. Additionally, woodland ground flora is
present in the mature deciduous woodland and along old tree lines, which will allow gradual
dispersal into and colonisation of the plantation woodland.

4.14

The woodland blocks are very close together or linked by tree lines and mature hedgerows
allowing movement, by wildlife, across the farmed landscape
Plantation woodland - potential impacts

4.15

Primarily, the plantation woodland has all been grant funded and therefore paid for out of the
public purse. It would not be ethical therefore to remove these woodlands in order to facilitate a
private scheme.

4.16

The woodland sequests carbon dioxide from the atmosphere and, for this aim, the government
has set targets for tree planting for which it is consistently falling short. The removal of
thousands of trees would be contrary to these aims.

4.17

Much of this woodland is in very wet areas and so, at times of high rainfall, it stops localised
flooding and excessive run off.

4.18

Given the above and that this plantation woodland is lowland mixed deciduous woodland, it has
the potential to be classified as a Habitat of Principal Importance under Section 41 of the
Natural Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006, and would therefore require mitigation
for its removal.
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Willow carr
4.19

There are two areas of willow carr in the survey area where it is very wet underfoot with
waterlogging in the winter and localised pools of water in the summer months.

4.20

Wet woodland is classified as a Habitat of Principal Importance under Section 41 of the Natural
Environment and Rural Communities Act 2006 and would therefore require mitigation for its
removal.
Willow carr – potential impacts

4.21

Many of the impacts are the same as those described within ancient and lowland deciduous
woodlands.
Remnant woodland fragments and tree lines

4.22

Many of these features pre-date 1879 and support a high number of mature and notable trees.
They provide continuity in an ever-changing landscape for the groups of species that would
have relied on them for generations.
Remnant woodland fragments and tree lines – potential impacts

4.23

It is more likely that these features will be either removed or altered by being surrounded by an
urban landscape. Such alteration may include heavy usage and loss of humidity.

4.24

Many species that would nest or hibernate in woodland fragments, such as Badger, farmland
birds, reptiles and amphibians would no longer be able to utilise and move across a built
landscape. As a consequence, even if these features were retained ‘for wildlife’, this wildlife –
particularly farmland birds, amphibians and reptiles, would gradually disappear from the
landscape due to loss of habitat, road kills etc.
Notable, veteran and ancient trees

4.25

The 100 notable, veteran and ancient trees recorded is not the total number present due to time
availability.

4.26

These trees are important for the features that they display with progressive aging, providing
habitat for many organisms, known as ‘veteran features’. The tree is progressively colonised by
fungi that change the nature and condition of the wood resulting in an accumulation of dead
woody tissue. This often results in the shedding of branches which in turn may result in branch
cavities, shattered branch ends, loose bark, sap runs, a range of rot types and eventually the
hollowing of the tree.

4.27

The fruiting bodies and mycelia of saproxylic fungi may in turn be colonised by specialised
invertebrates. As the tree ages the number of specialist niches increases, each with a diverse
food web. Due to the decrease in the number of such trees and the clearing and tidying of dead
wood, many of these species are very rare. Such saproxylic invertebrates have limited powers
of dispersal, and so the greater the length of time a group of trees have persisted in an area, the
greater the chance that this habitat has been colonised by such species.
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4.28

It must be noted that many of the mature trees in the area are also beginning to display these
‘veteran’ features and so they are not just limited to the notable, veteran and ancient trees.
Notable, veteran and ancient trees - potential impacts

4.29

Most of the features associated with notable, veteran and ancient trees are associated with
dead wood. This dead wood will either be still standing within the canopy or have fractured off
and fallen to the ground. Standing dead wood and fallen dead wood have different assemblages
of invertebrates associated with them.

4.30

The problem with such features in a built environment is that they are all removed because of
Health and Safety concerns and to accommodate high vehicles along roads. Given that most of
the trees are in hedgerows or along the edges of woodlands, with 100+ trees in the area this
removal would equate to a significant habitat loss.

4.31

This would not only have a large negative impact on invertebrates but also on bats that use
features such as rot holes, lifted bark, cracks and crevices for roost sites.
Hedgerows

4.32

The UK Biodiversity Action Plan (2007) defines a hedgerow as any boundary line of trees or
shrubs over 20 metres long and less than 5 metres wide, and where any gaps between the
trees or shrub species are less than 20 metres wide.

4.33

All hedgerows consisting predominantly (i.e. 80% or more cover) of at least one woody UK
native species are covered by this Habitat of Principal Importance. All hedgerows surveyed had
more than one native woody species and 72% had more than 5 native woody species.

4.34

Just under 20 km of hedgerow were surveyed during the course of the survey; of which over
half had ditches amounting to an 11.5 km ditch network, and 52% had standard trees. These
are considered to be important features when assessing hedgerows. The more features and the
more woody species a hedgerow supports, then the more likely it is to be classified as
‘important’ under the 1997 Hedgerow Regulations.

4.35

These findings are consistent with the Sussex Hedgerow Inventory Project which looked at
hedgerows in the High Weald, the Low Weald, the Greensand, the Coastal Plain, the South
Downs and Pevensey. The Low Weald has the most ditches, connections with ponds and
hedgerows adjacent to public rights of way. It was second to the High Weald in associated
banks, connections with other hedgerows and connection to broadleaf woodland.

4.36

This project also found that the Low Weald has the highest density of hedgerows in the county
and is the second highest in species richness (with the High Weald averaging 2% higher). All
other areas are significantly lower on both counts.

4.37

Other notable features in the area include two hedges running parallel (e.g. along a farm track)
which creates a very sheltered corridor ideal for foraging bats and invertebrates; overgrown and
outgrown hedgerows providing nesting opportunities for a number of birds, shelter for reptiles
and shelter for mammals beneath scrub; and high banks of bramble at the side of the hedgerow
vastly increasing the nectar source and further increasing shelter and nesting opportunities.
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4.38

Hedgerows provide nesting habitat for a wide range of birds and, in some areas, the number of
potential nest sites limits populations. Approximately 21 UKBAP Priority Species are associated
with hedgerows, and for 13 of these, hedgerows are a primary habitat. Similarly, as many as 16
out of the 19 birds used by Government to assess the state of farmland wildlife are associated
with hedgerows, with 10 using them as a primary habitat (Hedgelink 2018).

4.39

Hedgerows provide ‘edge’ habitat that, with a sufficient buffer (margin) and associated
ecotones, would support a far higher diversity of invertebrates than open ground in the centre of
the field. Hedgerows also provide shelter and still air on the leeward side for invertebrates to
warm and become active and forage.

4.40

Hedgerows are corridors through the landscape for many species that may require cover from
predators and arboreal species such as Dormouse. The dark shadow at night-time hides
foraging and commuting bats from predators such as owls and a scrubby interface provides
cover and protection for a range of groups such as reptiles and Hedgehogs.
Hedgerows – potential impacts

4.41

Building of a new town would require the removal of many of the hedgerows in the area. Even
without removal the hedgerows would be trimmed frequently and managed. They would not
remain tall and wild as the majority are, and, as a consequence, the high number of species
associated with these hedgerows would decline.

4.42

The mature hedgerow trees, many of which have ‘dead’ limbs (of importance to wildlife), would
have these branches removed due to Health and Safety and this important and rare habitat
would be gradually lost.

4.43

Hedgerow removal would require mitiigation in the form of creating the equivalent, species rich
hedgerows elsewhere. However, the notable trees within the hedgerows, old features such as
‘laying’ of hedgerows, the mature coppiced Hazel Corylus avellana and the gnarled and twisted
Field Maples Acer campestre are all features of importance to the wildlife in the area that are
not replaceable with this mitigation.

4.44

Hedgerow removal will have adverse impacts on protected species such as breeding birds
nesting in hedgerows or associated trees; Badger foraging along hedgerows and potentially
setts and bolt holes within hedgerow banks; Hedgehog, reptiles and amphibians utilising the
associated green corridor for moving across the landscape; and bats roosting in mature trees
and utilising hedgerows as linear foraging habitat. The hedgerow corridor provides a speciesrich habitat for invertebrates throughout the survey area and a sheltered environment allowing
higher levels of invertebrate activity.
Rivers and streams

4.45

August 2019

Three very different watercourses traverse the survey area. The River Adur bounding the north
of the area is wide, open and slow moving. The next tributary to the south of Sakeham Farm
starts as a ditch associated with hedgerows and tree lines and then is an open ditch through
three fields, the third of which is surrounded by a mosaic of ponds and wetland habitat. The
south-most watercourse is a stream with woody species and hedgerows along most of the
banks, though frequently interspersed by open areas.
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4.46

Each different habitat will have many species in common, particulary woody and wetland
species, but there may be invertebrates that have slightly different ecological niches such as
shaded or dappled water; a smooth or pebbly bed; different flow rates etc. Such differences
result in an overall increase in biodiversity.
Rivers and streams – potential impacts

4.47

These watercourses would become features in an urban setting with pathways alongside thus
reducing the surrounding vegetation to a narrow margin of habitat. The surrounding areas would
become hard-standing and houses and so breeding amphibians, such as newts and Common
Toad, would not be able to disperse as they require the high humidity afforded by grasslands.

4.48

High levels of disturbance and the loss / reduction of the dense fringing vegetation would impact
on dragondflies and damselflies, birds such as Reed Warbler and Water Vole and Otter (if
present).

4.49

Watercourses in an urban setting are at a greater risk of pollutants and rubbish, which may just
be thrown away in the area or windblown from waste collection day.
Ponds

4.50

28 ponds were found in the survey area ranging from very large with a good range of aquatic,
emergent and water-margin vegetation to very small heavily shaded ponds tucked away in
scrubby extensions of hedgerows, some of which become dry in the summer.

4.51

Ponds vastly increase the biodiversity of an area with wetland vegetation, aquatic vertebrates,
birds, amphibians and invertebrates. An example being the 15+ species of dragonfly and
damselfly found during the walkover survey.

4.52

Ponds also provide watering holes for terrestrial mammals and birds and excellent foraging
sites for bats.
Ponds – potential impacts

4.53

The reduction, loss and urbanisation of ponds in the area will likely have a large negative impact
on all groups. Mammals, such as Badger, will use ponds as watering holes. Grass Snake use
ponds to hunt, Mute Swans and Mallards to breed. Water Vole, if present, will lose its habitat.
The extremely diverse and high dragonfly and damselfly population will fall along with other
aquatic / partially aquatic invertebrates.

4.54

Amphibians such as Common Toad and Great Crested Newt will lose breeding sites – some of
which may have been used for over 150 years due the continuity of habitat shown on the 1879
OS map. Bats will lose highly productive foraging areas.
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Wet ditches
4.55

Wet ditches extend across much of the area vastly increasing the extent and reach of the
wetland habitat.

4.56

The wider, more open ditches are like linear ponds providing good breeding habitat for
amphibians such as Common Toad and invertebrates. The more shaded ditches provide a
different habitat that may produce different assemblages of species. They also serve as
productive foraging for bats with the shadows of the hedgeline offering protection from
predators.
Wet ditches – potential impacts

4.57

As with the ponds, this habitat is likely to become dry. There will be surface run-off for ditches
that may remain, however, the water quality will be quite different with particulates from traffic
etc.

4.58

The disappearance / drying of ditches will have a negative impact on aquatic invertebrates
including the dragonflies and damselflies throughout the area. It will also negatively impact
reptiles Grass Snake, Common Toad and newts. Forage for bats is likely far more productive
over hedgerows with wet ditches and so this group could be impacted. Water Voles, if present
will lose their habitat.
Swamp and fen

4.59

Areas of swamp and fen habitat are concentrated into the north east of the survey area around
Sakeham Farm. Fragmented areas are to the south of the Adur, usually associated with ditches
and ponds and in narrow fields to the south of Abbeylands. The Sakeham Farm wetlands have
a more extensive area of swamp and fen habitat.

4.60

These areas support three main National Vegetation Classification (NVC) communities S5
Glyceria maxima swamp, S28 Phalaris arundinacea tall-herb fen and S22 Glyceria fluitans
water-margin vegetation.

4.61

These areas are too small and fragmented to be considered under the UK BAP S41 Habitat of
Principal Importance ‘swamp and fen’. However, with the exception of a handful of large sites in
Sussex, most remaining fen is in patches that are small, isolated and vulnerable to extinction.

4.62

The gradation of open water with its aquatic, emergent and water margin vegetation to swamp
and fen, often above and interspersed by shallow pools of water and then grassland on slightly
higher land is likely to be the richest habitat in the area.

4.63

The Sakeham Farm wetlands are likely to support very high numbers of invertebrates and
amphibians including Common Toad and Great Crested Newt as well as Grass Snake.
Swamp and fen – potential impacts

4.64
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As with the ponds and ditches the necessary drainage to facilitate the building of houses in the
area is likely to destroy this habitat with its high diversity of flora and fauna. As well as
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invertebrates this habitat is ideal for Grass Snake, Common Toad, newts (including GCN) and a
number of bird species.
4.65

Aerial foragers such as bats and birds rely on damp habitats such as this for the abundance of
midges and moths.
Damp and marshy grassland

4.66

The majority of the grassland is described as damp grassland because it supports a range of
species that can tolerate periodic inundation from watercourses or waterlogging due to impeded
drainage.

4.67

The most frequent NVC types encountered were MG7d Lolium perenne-Alopecurus pratensis
grassland and MG10 Holcus lanatus-Juncus effusus rush-pasture with smaller pockets of MG9
Holcus lanatus-Deschampsia cespitosa grassland and MG13 Agrostis stolonifera - Alopecurus
geniculatus grassland along the Adur. The grassland communities MG9 and MG10 are
associated with poorly drained permanent pastures and MG13 is classified as a grassdominated inundation community.
Semi-improved and improved grassland

4.68

Some grassland is drier with a relatively good range of herbaceous species and these areas are
best described as the NVC community type MG6 Lolium perenne-Cynosurus cristatus
grassland, though they often grade into damp grassland in places.

4.69

Areas around the campsite have been sown with a trample-resistant Perennial Rye-grass
Lolium perenne and fit the NVC type MG7 Lolium perenne leys and related grasslands.

4.70

The UK BAP Habitat of Principal Importance ‘lowland meadows’ includes three specific types of
unimproved neutral grassland based on the National Vegetation Classification (Rodwell, 1992).
These are MG3 Anthoxanthum odoratum-Geranium sylvaticum grassland, MG4 Alopecurus
pratensis-Sanguisorba officinalis grassland and MG5 Cynosurus cristatus-Centaurea nigra
grassland.

4.71

None of the grassland in the survey area fits into these communities, though the grassland
along the Adur and within the Sakeham Farm wetland area that is a mosaic of dammp
grassland and marshy grassland with pockets of fen and swamp meets the Priority Habitat
description of Coastal and Floodplain Grazing Marsh.
Grassland – potential impacts

4.72

Removal of grasslands will greatly reduce the diversity and number of plants and therefore
invertebrates. This will have a negative impact on forage for birds and bats and a significant
amount of habitat will be removed for amphibians and reptiles. The loss of damp grassland and
wetter areas will impact on Badger foraging ability throughout the summer months.
Arable fields

4.73
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The arable fields have a limited number of arable weeds asociated with them. They help to
support a range of farmland birds such as Yellowhammer Emberiza citrinella, a seed feeder
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dependant upon winter stubbles, root crops, weeds in the crop margin and areas where grain is
spilt.
Arable fields – potential impacts
4.74

The main impact of the loss of arable fields will be upon birds, particualry farmland birds with
the loss of crop seeds, winter stubble and year round annual arable weeds. Species such as
Badger often ‘steal’ crops such as corn.
Buildings

4.75

The old farm buildings buildings should remain in the area
Compsost heap

4.76

A sizable organic compost heap is to the south of Sakeham Farm. It is easily accessible as it is
adjacent to a hedgerow with a verge of rough vegetation and surrounded by grassland. This is
likely to be used by Slow Worm and breeding Grass Snake.
Compsost heap – impacts

4.77

Removal of the compost heap within its surrounding context will have a negative impact on
Slow Worm and breeding Grass Snake.

PROTECTED SPECIES
Bats
4.78

All species of bat present in the UK receive full protection under The Conservation of Habitats
and Species Regulations 2010, and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended).

4.79

The SxBRC background data search returned just 2 records for bats comprising unidentified
species and a Common Pipistrelle. Initial ‘snap shot’ surveys found 8 species which shows that
the area is under-recorded for this group.

4.80

Old buildings such as farm buildings and big, old houses in the area are of particular importance
as they are more likely to have larger internal spaces that may be used by less common bat
species.

4.81

Additionally, surveys have demonstrated that the area is littered with trees with features suitable
for roosting bats such as splits, cracks, woodpecker holes and rot holes. Bats were observed
emerging from an oak at Morely Farm and from Sakeham Farm House.

4.82

The landscape itself provides an ideal dark area for foraging. The low-lying landscape with the
river, streams, water bodies, wet ditches and damp fields surrounded and sheltered by
hedgerows and tree lines attracts insects such as midges, moths and micro-moths. This
abundant habitat is readily accessible, for the numerous hedgerows and tree lines provide flight
lines and protective cover whilst foraging.
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4.83

This landscape provides a variety of roost sites and foraging areas relatively close together and
a dense commuting network with no barriers to dispersal. This combination of factors means
that there are likely to be lower metabolic demands on commuting bats and lower predation,
which would result in increased breeding success and therefore stable populations.
Badger

4.84

Badgers and their setts are protected under the Protection of Badgers Act 1992.

4.85

Badger signs such as bolt holes, latrines and extensive foraging activity have been observed
throughout the area. Extensive hedgerow corridors and tree lines leading to copses and
woodlands and surrounded by arable land are all habitats readily utilised by Badgers; a
significant proportion of which will be removed with negative impacts on this species.

4.86

Of note is the importance of areas where the ground remains wet or damp during very dry
summers. The wettest areas were in the north east part of the study area and extending along
the Adur and the narrow fields to the east of Sakeham Farm wetland area along the central
watercourse. Badger foraging appeared to be concentrated into these areas illustrating just how
important they are for Badger and a number of other species.
Birds

4.87

Breeding birds are protected by the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). Under this
legislation, it is an offence to intentionally kill, injure or take the birds or their eggs, or to
intentionally destroy or disturb a nest, when it is in use or being built.

4.88

A significant diversity of habitat exists in the study area, which supports a range of bird species.
Some of the grassland is managed as hay meadows and therefore suitable for ground nesting
species (with Skylark Alauda arvensis also using arable fields). Moreover, The extensive
hedgerow network with trees throughout and pockets of woodland provide nesting habitats for
other species, including cavity and hole-nesting species due to the large number of mature and
notable trees with such features.

4.89

The range of habitats also provides plenty of foraging opportunities with plenty of rough, tall and
robust wayside and wetland flowering plants with large seed heads for seed feeders. There are
low-lying damp areas with numerous flying invertebrates for aerial feeders such as Swallows
Hirundo rustica and Swifts Apus apus and an organic herd of cattle at Sakeham Farm with cow
pats suitable for a range of invertebrates.

4.90

Approximately 80% of species on the The UK Farmland Bird Indicator list have been recorded
in the survey area. This list is made up of 19 species that are dependent on farmland, and not
able to thrive in other habitats. This includes species such as Yellowhammer (BoCC Red-list,
UKBAP Priorty, Notable and seen frequently during the survey), Reed Bunting (BoCC Amberlist, UKBAP Priorty, Notable), Goldfinch Carduelis carduelis (seen in large flocks during the
survey), Greenfinch Chloris chloris and Kestrel Falco tinnunculus.

4.91

The riparian habitat, ponds, marshy grassland and winter-flooded grassland vastly increases
the habitat diversity and as a consequence increases the range of birds found. Schedule 1
species occupying such habitat include Red-throated Diver Gavia stellata, Bittern Botaurus
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stellaris (though probably as an occasional visitor), Osprey Pandion haliaetus, Greylag Geese
Anser anser and Green Sandpiper Tringa ochropus. The steep banks of the River Adur provide
ideal nesting habitat for Kingfisher Alcedo atthis.
4.92

One of the advantages of having such a high proportion of wet, marshy and damp habitat is that
it is very slow to dry during prolonged episodes of drought, and many areas will always remain
wet. This resource is much undervalued when planning applications are considered, for many
species are dependent upon this habitat. Damp and pliable ground is used for accessing food
such as earthworms, larvae and other small invertebrates for a range of species from Blackbirds
Turdus merula to Lapwings Vanellus vanellus (BoCC Red-list, UKBAP Priorty, Notable). Other
species, such as House Martins Delichon urbicum (BoCC Amber-list), who construct nests from
mud, have far lower breeding success in dry years when the pliable mud resource is scarcer.

4.93

The Eurasian Hobby, (another Schedule 1 species,) frequents woodland edges, hedgerows and
riparian habitats feeding on small birds and flying insects, which it captures with its claws.
Dragonflies form a large part of their invertebrate diet making the Adur and the tributary to the
south of the Adur, both with an abundance of damselflies and dragonflies, ideal foraging habitat.

4.94

The Barn Owl is included within Sussex Habitat Action Plan and is one of only a few species to
have its own Species Action Plan (SAP) for Sussex. This action plan promotes the Barn Owl as
a flagship species for indicating ecologically rich farmland.

4.95

The area is also important for Nightingales, which have territories throughout the proposed
development area. Nightingales have declined by approximately 90% in the last 40 years (Holt
et al. 2012), and in the shorter term by 52% during 1995-2010 (BBS Report 2011). However,
this part of Sussex along the Adur Valley from Woods Mill to Wineham is one of the county hot
spots for Nightingales, and Sussex supports 12.8% of the UK population (Sussex Ornithological
Society 2014).

4.96

Development in this area would result in the loss of thriving bird populations. The range of birds,
particularly birds of prey, owls, wetland and farmland species would be replaced by the more
common garden birds.
Brown Hare

4.97

Brown Hare is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.98

This species favours a mosaic of arable fields, grasses and hedgerows. It grazes on vegetation
and the bark of young trees and bushes, all of which are abundant in the survey area.
Common Toad

4.99

Common Toad is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.100

One Common Toad was seen during the survey likely to be breeding around Morely Farm.
Potential good quality breeding ponds are throughout the area with no barriers to dispersal. The
meadows and lush vegetation adjacent to hedgerows (with ditches or without) provides
excellent foraging habitat that is likely to retain high humidity.
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4.101

The woodlands and dense and wide hedgerows provide ideal sites for hibernation throughout
the survey area, again with no barriers to dispersal.

4.102

As such, it is possible that the Common Toad population could be very high
Dormouse

4.103

Dormice receive full protection under The Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations
2010, and the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended). Dormouse is a UKBAP Priority
Species and has been adopted as a Species of Principal Importance in England under Section
41 of the NERC Act (2006). The UK holds 25 % of world population of Dormice.

4.104

There are no records for Dormouse within the survey area, the closest known records being
near Woodmancote and Cowfold.

4.105

Blackstone Gate Wood, within the survey area boundary, and Woodhouse Wood (along the
south east boundary) are particulary suitable for Dormouse, as are many of the species-rich
outgrown and overgrown hedgerows.

4.106

These hedgerows would not only support a population of Dormouse but provide dispersal
corridors across the landscape. With the historical continuity of woodlands and hedgerows
across the landscape, this species could be present.
Fish
European Eel and Sea Trout

4.107

The European Eel and Sea Trout use the watercourses (and likely ditches and ponds) to feed
and grow. The habitat is ideal with relatively slowly moving well vegetated water providing a well
oxygenated environement with productive feeding grounds rich in plants and therefore likely rich
in invertebrates.

4.108

The movement of such species and the freshwater habitat quality may be impeded by the
presence of roads cutting through the watercourses. Fish passage can be blocked by
improperly functioning stream culverts or by a lack of them, creating an often-impassable
barrier. Schaefer et al. (2003) reported that culverts restricted movement of the Darter Percina
pantherina, a North American fish.

4.109

There may also be impacts due to activity having a negative impact on watercourses related to
suspended sediments and other forms of pollution including fuel and oil from accidental
spillages and wash off.
Great Crested Newt

4.110

August 2019

Great Crested Newt (GCN) is fully protected by both the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as
amended) and the Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. The species is a
European Protected Species, a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as a Species of
Principal Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).
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4.111

Great Crested Newt is found in a number of ponds outside, but within easy dispersal distance of
the Survey area. The area is likely to support good populations of this species due to the ponds
and wet ditches throughout and the surrounding good quality habitat.

4.112

This landscape potentially allows GCN to exist in a natural metapopulation state. A
metapopulation is an extended population of GCN, which breed in, and live around a cluster of
ponds. During the natural dispersal stage of the life history there is some interchange of GCN
between ponds.

4.113

Such metapopulations and metapopulation networks are much less vulnerable to habitat
changes than populations based around a single breeding pond, as is frequently the case
throughout our fragmented landscape.
Harvest Mouse

4.114

Harvest Mouse is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.115

This species was not searched for during walkover survey and it is very unlikely to see evidence
of Harvest Mouse due to nests being well hidden in tall and dense vegetation. There is suitable
habitat throughout the survey area.

4.116

The closest record for Harvest Mouse is on the eastern side of Henfield (NBN gateway
28.08.19), so there is good probability that it is within the search area.
Hedgehog

4.154

Hedgehog is a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.117

One Hedgehog was observed during the survey running along a hedgerow corridor at the side
of Sake Ride Lane. This is a species of hedgerows and woodland edges that covers 1 – 2 km
per night. There is ample good foraging habitat in the area and the woodlands, copses and
overgrown and outgrown hedgerows offer good hibernation sites.
Invertebrates
Odonata

4.118

Approximately 15 species of dragonfly and damselfly were conclusively seen during the survey
amounting to half of the total British species found in the survey area. This is without
undertaking specific surveys for this group.

4.119

A dragonfly and damselfly survey early, mid and late season would undoubtedly find additional
early species, hawkers and species simply not seen. This is ideal habitat for odonata with
particularly high numbers of species and individuals around the Adur, Sakeham Farm ponds
and the Sakeham Farm wetland area. Ruddy Darters and Common Darters were throughout the
southern part of the survey area along hedgerows and Brown Hawkers were throughout the
entire area hunting in sheltered locations. Damselflies were throughout areas of long grassland
and rough vegetation, appearing when disturbed.
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4.120

It must be noted that countryside surrounding ponds and watercourses is incredibly important
for a number of reasons. Newly emerged species stay away from water in order to mature and
gain strength. Some species stay away from water and only return to mate, and groups such as
hawkers, chasers and skimmers can often be seen in very high numbers in sunny sheltered
areas of calm air at field edges by hedgerows hunting.
Butterflies

4.121

A total of 19 species of butterfly were seen during the field survey including 3 Species of
Principal Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006). This is
approximately one third of the total species found in the UK. Again, as with the dragonflies and
damselflies, recording was undertaken in a few visits at one time of year and the real count is
likely to be higher.

4.122

Sussex is one of the few strongholds for the elusive Brown Hairstreak (a NERC S41 species)
which is faithful to its breeding sites year after year. Its larval food plant is Blackthorn and it
inhabits mature hedgerows, trees and woodland. In the past this illusive butterfly has been
found scattered around the survey area and beyond and was seen in a mature hedgerow on
Blackthorn during this survey.
Additonal Invertebrates

4.123

An entomologist (hoverfly expert) undertook surveys in three locations and found a number of
local, scattered and one Nationally Notable species. The highest number of less common
species was found in the Sakeham Farm wetland area, though less common species were
found at all locations.

4.124

This was a quick ‘sampling’ survey and is indicative of a good diversity of invertebrates across
the landscape, a proportion of which will be uncommon.
Invertebrates general

4.125

The wider landscape offers opportunities for large numbers of common invertebrates such as
midges and gnats that are of immense importance to aerial foragers such as bats, Barn
Swallow, House Martin Delichon urbicum and Swift (all of which are present).

4.126

The numerous flower-rich corridors along waterways, ditches, hedgerows and arable field
margins together with species rich hedgerows provide a plentiful nectar source to invertebrates
such as flies, bumblebees, hoverflies and butterflies.

4.127

The ponds, ditches and riparian habitat support high numbers of aquatic invertebrates, many of
which also have a terrestrial phase in their life cycle such as mayflies and dragonflies.

4.128

There are at least one hundred notable / veteran trees and many more mature trees that have
veteran features such as standing dead wood. This is an important habitat for insects whose
larvae live in and eat dead wood (saproxylic). Of particular importance in this setting is the
availability of open structured flowers providing pollen and nectar nearby (for when they mature
and emerge) – such as the bramble flowers and the numerous flowers within the rough and
wetland vegetation along the hedgerows. Dead wood is an uncommon habitat and there is a
grouped BAP statement for a number of saproxylic beetles.
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Otter
4.129

Otter is fully protected by both the Wildlife and Countryside Act 1981 (as amended) and the
Conservation of Habitats and Species Regulations 2010. The species is a European Protected
Species, a UKBAP Priority Species and has been adopted as a Species of Principal Importance
in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.130

Eurasian Otter populations throughout Western Europe declined over the 20th Century, with the
decline in the UK attributed to the introduction of cyclodiene pesticides (dieldrin and related
compounds) in the mid-1950s (Chanin 2003) and their subsequent bioaccumulation in the
aquatic food chain. Legislation restricting or banning the use of certain pesticides and
improvements in water quality have led to an increase in Otter abundance and range.

4.131

This species has only recolonised Sussex in the last few years and the number of sightings is
gradually increasing. There are a number of areas that this species could breed, relatively
undisturbed, across the survey area and, indeed, holts have been built in some such locations
at Sakeham Farm.
Reptiles

4.132

Reptiles are protected under the Wildlife and Countryside Act of 1981 (and as amended),
making it an offence to intentionally kill, injure, sell or advertise to sell any of the native species
of reptile in the UK.

4.133

All reptiles are UKBAP Priority Species and have been adopted as Species of Principal
Importance in England under Section 41 of the NERC Act (2006).

4.134

All these species require the good diversity of habitat structure that this landscape provides
such as areas of lush grassland for hunting, field edges, hedgerows and ditches for dispersal,
banks and arable field margins for basking and gaps beneath tree roots for hibernation. Ponds
and ditches increase the available foraging habitat for Grass Snake and rotting wood and
compost piles are ideal egg-laying substrates for this species.

4.135

The large compost pile could well be an important breeding site for Grass Snake, for egg-laying
sites tend to be communal and traditional, with many females habitually using the same precise
location year after year.

4.136

Reptiles also need access to humid and sheltered environments to help them to cope with
extremely hot, dry weather. Wind can also have a detrimental drying effect and it agitates
vegetation, making it more difficult for reptiles to detect approaching predators. Narrow
sheltered fields and high hedge banks, found throughout the area, create pockets of
microhabitat sheltered from the wind.

4.137

The Grass Snake is the most mobile of our reptiles. Individuals disperse from hibernation sites
relatively rapidly and may move over several kilometres during the course of the active season.
The impact on this particular species will be highly negative, as it will lose a large range.

4.138

It is considered that the reptile population could be very high in the area and particularly for
Grass Snake and Slow Worm.
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Water Vole
4.139

There is ample suitable habitat for Water Vole in the form of watercourses, ditches and ponds,
though American Mink are known to be in the area and this species predates Water Vole
decimating entire populations. However, Water Vole has been known to survive in such areas in
ponds.

4.140

Possible Water Vole signs were found in two areas, though a thorough survey would be
required in order to confirm presence. Should Otter return to the area then American Mink
would be displaced enabling Water Voles and a raft of other riparian species to recolonize the
abundant available good quality habitat.
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CONCLUSIONS

BIODIVERSITY
Species
5.1

This scoping survey has shown that this area has a far higher diversity of species and many
more protected species than previously thought with 8 bat species and a probable additonal 4
species; 2 species of reptile; Common Toad; Hedgehog; Barn Owl; approximately half of the
British dragonflies and damselflies (with the potential for many more) and one third of British
butterflies, again with the potential for many more; and extensive Badger signs. Many of these
species have local or declining populations.

5.2

There is also the potential for many more protected and UK BAP species than recorded to be in
the area such as Harvest Mouse, Brown Hare and Water Vole because the habitat is present.
Habitats

5.3

There are a number of (or potential) Priority Habitats within the survey area as follows:
•

Ancient woodland;

•

Lowland mixed deciduous woodland;

•

Wet woodland (fragments);

•

Coastal and floodplain grazing marsh;

•

Ponds (defined as waterbodies up to 2 ha); and

•

Hedgerows.

5.4

The Coastal and floodplain grazing marsh includes areas of marshy grassland, associated
ditches, fen and swamp communities and ponds and supports some of the less common plant
species. It is likely to be the most diverse and species rich habitat within the survey area.
Moreover, a connected network of species rich vegetation flows through the site associated
with hedgerows and ditches.

5.5

This network of species rich corridors, in effect, links up the ponds, wetland areas and
woodlands found throughout the survey area, allowing species to disperse.

5.6

The ancient woodland, lowland mixed deciduous woodland and hedgerows (and woodland
copses, fragments and tree lines) all support veteran and notable trees as well as mature trees
with veteran features. These are throughout the landscape.

5.7

All of the above are good quality habitats with attributes that can support a high diversity of life.
It is these ‘high quality’ features throughout the survey area that enable the greater farmed
landscape to support the diversity of species seen in the form of plants, birds, mammals,
reptiles, amphibians and invetebrates.
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National Planning Policy Framework
5.8

Veteran or ‘aged’ trees are afforded protection through the National Planning Policy Framework
2019. This states in paragraph 175c that:
‘development resulting in the loss or deterioration of irreplaceable habitats (such as ancient
woodland and ancient or veteran trees) should be refused, unless there are wholly
exceptional reasons and a suitable compensation strategy exists.’

5.9

NPPF 2019, paragraph 174b states that in order to protect and enhance biodiversity and
geodiversity plans should:
‘promote the conservation, restoration and enhancement of priority habitats, ecological
networks and the protection and recovery of priority species; and identify and pursue
opportunities for securing measurable net gains for biodiversity’.

5.10

The Horsham local plan mirrors this by stating in Policy 25, number 3 that The Council will
support development proposals which:
‘Maintains and enhances the existing network of geological sites and biodiversity, including
safeguarding existing designated sites and species, and ensures no net loss of wider
biodiversity and provides net gains in biodiversity where possible’

5.11

August 2019

Given the predicted high numbers of protected species in the area that are reliant on the
features listed in section 5.3 it would not be possible to avoid harm for a number of reasons:
•

Losing a large area of species rich habitat with its associated biodiversity will ultimately
result in local extinctions of many species. An example being the high representaion of
farmland birds on the UK Farmland Bird Indicator list. These are protected whilst
breeding only i.e. the habitat cannot be destroyed during breeding season. However, the
habitat will be destroyed and there is no mitigation for this. Birds such as Barn Owls and
Tawny Owls will disappear along with the grasslands and arable field margins used for
hunting.

•

There has been so much translocation of protected species, particualry reptiles, in the
county that it is well known that there is no longer any realistic habitat to translocate to.

•

A number of protected and priority species such as GCN, Common Toad, some bat
species and some bird species are dependant on a combination of flooding and a high
water table providing wetlands, ponds and ditches. Drainage systems, necessary for
housing, roads and pedestrian areas, will have a high negative impact on these habitats
reducing breeding and feeding sites.

•

The dragonfly and damselfly diversity found is a good indicator of the diversity of other
aquatic or semi-aquatic invertebrates. This species diversity will fall and cannot be
realistically compensated for.

•

It could be argued that if some of the ponds and ditches remain, these species can
persist. However, dragonflies and damselflies also require the wider countryside to feed
and mature.
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•

Amphibians would be in danger when commuting to any remaining ponds through a
largely urban landscape with roads, drives and predators in the form of cats etc.

•

Any remaining hedgerows would be trimmed annually and lose their height (sometimes 3
m – 4 m) and their width (often 2 m and sometimes up to 4 m). The banks of bramble
and scrambling roses, so frequently recorded, would be lost as would the numerous
hedgerow flowers, nuts, fruit and berries. This mass of habitat and forage that would be
lost supports high numbers of birds, small mammals and invertebrates. However, on
paper, the hedgerow would remain.

•

Associated are the species rich ditches and hedgerow corridors through the area that
enable all groups to move across the landscape and that support a high diversity of
invertebrates with a number of local and less common species. These cannot be
mitigated for by planting hedgerows elsewhere.

•

The rough verges along any hedgerows to remain after development would be managed
and cut resulting in the loss of corridors through the area for reptiles and mammals
including Hedgehog. The invertebrate habitats and nectar sources will be greatly
diminsihed as will subsequent foraging opportunites for groups such as bats and birds.

•

Additionally areas of rough vegetation intermixed with ruderals and wetland vegetation in
two large areas to the south of Morley Farm and on top of the large spoil heap (to name
the obvious locations) will be lost or tidied. These have the potential to support Harvest
Mice and provide excellent foraging habitat for farmland birds (with a flock of 30 +
Goldfinches seen in one such area).

•

Developers will argue that the notable and veteran trees, at least, will remain. However,
as previousy discussed, many will end up along roadsides or in public spaces where
they will have to have dead limbs removed for health and safety reasons.

•

Bat roosts may well be protected, but there will be a significant loss of foraging habitat
and commuting corridors.

5.12

It is therefore, due to the size of the area, the quality of the habitat and the number of protected
species it can support, highly improbable that this development could be delivered without
significant losses to biodiversity.

5.13

NPPF 2019, para 175 states that when determining planning applications, local planning
authorities should apply certain principles, one of which (a) is:
‘If significant harm to biodiversity resulting from a development cannot be avoided (through
locating on an alternative site with less harmful impacts), adequately mitigated, or, as a last
resort, compensated for, then planning permission should be refused.’

5.14
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An overview of Google Earth maps shows that there are plenty of alternative sites with
potentially far less damaging outcomes because they lack a dense hedgerow network, wetlands
and the density of rivers, streams and ditches – all the habitats that increase biodiversity.
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5.15

The Google Earth image below demonstrates this and shows that the countryside just to the
west of Low Weald Area SA414 within the Horsham distrct area is very much more modified
than that to the east. Appropriate scoping surveys should be undertaken in order to identify
such areas, for there are similar such areas across the district.
Figure 3: Google Earth image showing field sizes, boundary features and woodlands

NPPF and flood risk
5.16

The vegetation throughout the much of the area is indicative of very wet / damp conditions. Fifty
per cent of the boundary features have ditches and ponds are scattered throughout the area. It
is clear that the grassland along the Adur floods annually and areas surrounding the
watercourse through the centre of the survey area also flood.

5.17

Flooding is common during the winter with water sitting on many of the fields and gradually
draining. As such, a significant amount of water held during winter months; a natural sustainable
(non)-urban drainage system (SUDS) for the inhabitants of Henfield and others down stream,
facilitated by farmers maintaining and creating associated landscape features such as ponds,
ditches, and woodland planting.

5.18

NPPF 2019, paragraph 155 states that:
‘Inappropriate development in areas at risk of flooding should be avoided by directing
development away from areas at highest risk (whether existing or future). Where
development is necessary in such areas, the development should be made safe for its
lifetime without increasing flood risk elsewhere.’

5.19
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General climate preditions are for warmer and wetter weather. Currently higher annual rainfall,
estimated at 17 % higher than the 1981 - 2010 average , tends to fall in sharper, heavier bursts
(Met Office 2018).
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5.20

The stretch of the Adur within the survey area is known to flood annually. Below are
photographs (9 and 10) of the Adur adjacent to Wineham Lane taken in 2014 and 2016. The
photographs are taken to the east, but it is exactly the same to the west.
Photographs 9 and 10: Flooding along the Adur 2014 and 2016

x

MAYFIELDS ORIGINAL PLAN
5.21

The original proposed plan for the new town was published on Mayfield Market Towns webside
in 2014 and is shown in Figure 4. It aimed to retain the north west part of the Adur River corridor
and turn this part of the site into a country park. This is likely because of the significant species
richness in this area.

5.22

This is unlikely to be deliverable with the new proposal and the smaller development footprint,
ultimately resulting in an area originally deemed to be worth preserving disappearing or
shrinking to a corridor.

5.23

Mayfield Market Towns website states that ‘New bridleways and footpaths will link into the wider
network, alongside spaces for play and improved natural habitats.’ The implication being that
the current habitats are much degraded, which cannot be further from the evidence recorded
during this survey.
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Figure 4: Proposed draft development plan for Wineham and Twineham

CONSERVING THE NATURAL ENVIRONMENT
5.24

The first comprehensive review of the status of British mammal populations for over 20 years
was published in June 2018 (Mathews et al. 2018). This was to assess the trends in population
status of mammals since 1995.

5.25

This review found that some populations had increased, such as deer, Badger and Otter
(though still extremely rare in Sussex) and others had declined such as Dormouse, Hedgehog,
Water Vole and even rabbit. Hedgehog and Serotine bat (both confirmed present in the survey
area) are classified on the GB Red List as Vulnerable VU.

5.26

The Serotine bat is threatened by alteration to buildings (within which they roost) and changing
agricultural practices and poor summer weather resulting in falling prey species. Hedgehog
numbers are well known to have undergone significant declines in recent decades. This is
thought largely due to changing agricultural practices with increasing use of pesticides and road
collisions in urban environments.

5.27

A recent literature review of 73 reports of insect populations from across the globe, though
mostly Europe and North America (Sanchez-Bayo and Wyckhuys 2019) concluded that
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dramatic rates of decline that may lead to the extinction of 40% of the world's insect species
over the next few decades.
5.28

Butterflies, moths, bees, wasps, and dung beetles are amongst the most at risk along with
freshwater dependent dragonflies and damselflies, stoneflies, caddisflies and mayflies. The
research shows that a small number of generalist and pollutant-tolerant species are replacing
the rich diversity of specialist species and highlights four commonly reported drivers behind the
declines: habitat loss due to urbanisation and agricultural intensification; pollution including
fertilizers and pesticides; biological factors such as non-native species and pathogens; and
climate change.

5.29

This survey points to a diverse bird, reptile, amphibian, mammal and invertebrate life in the
survey area – which are dependant upon the quality of the soils, water and living habitats (trees,
hedgerows, woodlands, vegetation etc.). All are interconnected and inter-reliant.

5.30

Given the biodiversity value of the area against a background of decreasing biodiversity in the
British countryside, it would be contrary to legislation and logic to develop this area.

5.31

It would be impossible to deliver a new town without having a significant negative impact on
biodiversity (let alone achieving net biodiversity gains), without investing in substantial mitigation
into a similar sized area of extremely impoverished habitat.
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APPENDIX 2
BiRD LISTS
Table 1: Bird list provided by the SxBRC (2019) for the survey area only
Common name

Taxon name

Last record

No / records

Barn Owl

Tyto alba

2017

11

Bittern

Botaurus stellaris

2010

1

Black-headed Gull

Chroicocephalus ridibundus

2013

6

Blackbird

Turdus merula

2017

44

Blackcap

Sylvia atricapilla

2017

37

Blue Tit

Cyanistes caeruleus

1997

42

Bullfinch

Pyrrhula pyrrhula

2016

25

Buzzard

Buteo buteo

2017

34

Canada Goose

Branta canadensis

2015

23

Carrion Crow

Corvus corone

2017

40

Cetti's Warbler

Cettia cetti

2010

1

Chaffinch

Fringilla coelebs

2017

42

Chiffchaff

Phylloscopus collybita

2017

42

Coal Tit

Periparus ater

2013

6

Collared Dove

Streptopelia decaocto

2015

22

Common Sandpiper

Actitis hypoleucos

2017

1

Coot

Fulica atra

2017

3

Cormorant

Phalacrocorax carbo

2011

6

Cuckoo

Cuculus canorus

2016

25

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Dunnock

Prunella modularis

2017

35

NERC S41

Amber, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Egyptian Goose

Alopochen aegyptiacus

2008

1

Fieldfare

Turdus pilaris

2013

26

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Red

Garden Warbler

Sylvia borin

2014

8

Goldcrest

Regulus regulus

2017

17

Goldfinch

Carduelis carduelis

2016

41

Grasshopper Warbler

Locustella naevia

2014

1

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Great Crested Grebe
Great Spotted
Woodpecker

Podiceps cristatus

2004

1

Dendrocopos major

2015

29

Great Tit

Parus major

2017

43

Green Sandpiper

Tringa ochropus

2013

2

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Amber

Green Woodpecker

Picus viridis

2017

41

Greenfinch

Chloris chloris

2015

30

Grey Heron

Ardea cinerea

2015

14

Grey Wagtail

Motacilla cinerea

2017

4

Red, Notable

Greylag Goose

Anser anser

2015

10

Amber

Helmeted Guineafowl

Numida meleagris

2013

1

Herring Gull

Larus argentatus

2014

17

Nerc S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Hobby

Falco subbuteo

2014

5

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Notable

House Martin

Delichon urbicum

2014

10

House Sparrow

Passer domesticus

2014

39

Jackdaw

Corvus monedula

2017

39

Jay

Garrulus glandarius

2015

26

Kestrel

Falco tinnunculus

2017

23
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Nat designation

Other designation

WCA Sch1 Pt1
WCA Sch1 Pt1, NERC
S41

Notable
Amber, Notable, UK BAP Priority
Amber, Notable

NERC S41

Amber, UK BAP Priority, Notable

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Notable

Amber, Notable

Notable

Amber, Notable
NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
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Common name

Taxon name

Last record

No / records

Nat designation

Other designation

Kingfisher

Alcedo atthis

2010

5

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Amber, Notable

Lapwing

Vanellus vanellus

2013

5

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Lesser Black-backed Gull
Lesser Spotted
Woodpecker

Larus fuscus

2013

1

Dendrocopos minor

2002

1

Lesser Whitethroat

Sylvia curruca

2017

16

Linnet

Linaria cannabina

2013

8

Little Egret

Egretta garzetta

2013

1

Little Owl

Athene noctua

2012

4

Long-tailed Tit

Aegithalos caudatus

2017

27

Magpie

Pica pica

2017

39

Mallard

Anas platyrhynchos

2017

35

Mandarin Duck

Aix galericulata

2013

3

Meadow Pipit

Anthus pratensis

2013

3

Amber, Notable

Mistle Thrush

Turdus viscivorus

2017

12

Red, Notable

Moorhen

Gallinula chloropus

2017

30

Mute Swan

Cygnus olor

2017

19

Amber, Notable

Nightingale

Luscinia megarhynchos

2012

86

Red, Notable

Nuthatch

Sitta europaea

2017

37

Osprey

Pandion haliaetus

2014

3

Pheasant

Phasianus colchicus

2015

28

Pied Wagtail

Motacilla alba

2014

16

Raven

Corvus corax

2010

1

Red Kite

Milvus milvus

2013

1

Red-legged Partridge

Alectoris rufa

2013

1

Red-throated Diver

Gavia stellata

1996

1

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Redwing

Turdus iliacus

2013

13

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Red

Reed Bunting

Emberiza schoeniclus

2015

24

NERC S41

Amber, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Reed Warbler

Acrocephalus scirpaceus

2014

11

Robin

Erithacus rubecula

2017

42

Rock Dove

Columba livia

2014

8

Rook

Corvus frugilegus

2014

29

Siskin

Spinus spinus

2013

2

Skylark

Alauda arvensis

2014

21

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Snipe

Gallinago gallinago

2011

1

Song Thrush

Turdus philomelos

2015

33

Sparrowhawk

Accipiter nisus

2016

15

Spotted Flycatcher

Muscicapa striata

2013

Starling

Sturnus vulgaris

2014

Stock Dove

Columba oenas

2015

57

Stonechat

Saxicola rubicola

2007

1

Swallow

Hirundo rustica

2017

30

Notable

Swift

Apus apus

2013

3

Amber, Notable

Tawny Owl

Strix aluco

2013

13

Amber, Notable

Teal

Anas crecca

2012

2

Amber, Notable

Treecreeper

Certhia familiaris

2015

13

Turtle Dove

Streptopelia turtur

2014

7

Water Rail

Rallus aquaticus

2011

1

Wheatear

Oenanthe oenanthe

2013

1

Notable

Whitethroat

Sylvia communis

2016

31

Notable

Willow Warbler

Phylloscopus trochilus

2015

5

Amber, Notable

Woodpigeon

Columba palumbus

2016

39
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Amber, Notable
NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
Notable

Amber, Notable

WCA Sch1 Pt1

Amber, Notable

WCA Sch1 Pt1

RedList Global Post 2001 NT,
Notable

Amber, Notable
NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

4

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

32

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
Amber, Notable

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
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Common name

Taxon name

Last record

No / records

Wren

Troglodytes troglodytes

2017

41

Yellowhammer

Emberiza citrinella

2016

29

Nat designation

Other designation

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable

Table 2: Birds recorded during the walkover survey
Common name
Barn Owl
Blackbird
Blackcap
Blue Tit
Buzzard
Canada Goose
Carrion Crow
Chaffinch
Chiffchaff
Collared Dove
Coot
Dunnock
Garden Warbler
Goldfinch
Great Spotted Woodpecker
Great Tit
Green Woodpecker
Greenfinch
House Sparrow
Jackdaw
Kestrel
Little Owl
Long-tailed Tit
Magpie
Mallard
Moorhen
Mute Swan
Nuthatch
Reed Warbler
Robin
Song Thrush
Swallow
Swift
Tawny Owl
Willow Warbler
Wood Pigeon
Wren
Yellowhammer
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Taxon name
Tyto alba
Turdus merula
Sylvia atricapilla
Cyanistes caeruleus
Buteo buteo
Branta canadensis
Corvus corone
Fringilla coelebs
Phylloscopus collybita
Streptopelia decaocto
Fulica atra
Prunella modularis
Sylvia borin
Carduelis carduelis
Dendrocopos major
Parus major
Picus viridis
Chloris chloris
Passer domesticus
Corvus monedula
Falco tinnunculus
Athene noctua
Aegithalos caudatus
Pica pica
Anas platyrhynchos
Gallinula chloropus
Cygnus olor
Sitta europaea
Acrocephalus scirpaceus
Erithacus rubecula
Turdus philomelos
Hirundo rustica
Apus apus
Strix aluco
Phylloscopus trochilus
Columba palumbus
Troglodytes troglodytes
Emberiza citrinella

Total number
3
11
1
24
5
30
2
6
4
2
1
4
1
50
1
15
3
1
42
21
2
1
8
4
9
1
7
3
4
8
2
30
2
4
5
13
8
4
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Nat designation
WCA Sch1 Pt1

Other designation
Notable

NERC S41

Red, UKBAP priority, Notable

Amber, Notable
Amber, Notable

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
Notable
Amber, Notable
Amber, Notable
Amber, Notable

NERC S41

Red, UK BAP Priority, Notable
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Table 3: Birds recorded by the Henfield Bird Watch
Species
Grey Heron
Canada Goose
Grey Lag Goose
Moorhen
Mallard
Red Kite
Buzzard
Sparrowhawk
Kestrel
Peregrine
Grey Partridge
Pheasant
Lapwing
Wood Pigeon
Stock Dove
Collared Dove
Turtle Dove
Cuckoo
Barn Owl
Swift
Green Woodpecker
Great Spotted
Skylark
Swallow
House Martin
Meadow Pipit
Pied Wagtail
Wren
Dunnock
Robin
Nightingale
Stonechat
Blackbird
Song Thrush
Mistle Thrush
Redwing
Fieldfare
Blackcap
Lesser Whitethroat
Whitethroat
Garden Warbler
Sedge Warbler
Reed Warbler
Chiffchaff
Goldcrest
Great Tit
Coal Tit
Blue Tit
Long Tailed Tit
Nuthatch
Treecreeper
Magpie
Jay
Jackdaw
Rook
Carrion Crow
Species
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TQ2217

TQ 2218
3
4

TQ 2219

TQ 2319
2

TQ 2318

3
1
11
1
1

2
1
2

5
1

1
1

TQ 2317

2
1

2
1
1

1

1

1

23
1

13
2

2
19
1

17

2
1
8

1

1
2

2

2

1

1

1
1
2
3

3
1
3
3
3

11
1
5

5

1
5

3
1

1
1

5
4

19
9

8
2
1

6
20
8
1

12
3

10
3

7
1
3

5

2
3
1
2

6
2
1

4
2
1

2

5
11

4

2

2
1
6

5
1
5

5

4
2
4
1

3
2
5

3

4

18

1

2

11
5
1

2

5

1

10
TQ 2318

4
TQ 2317

4
3
8

9

28

11

1

2
1
4

4
5
1
14
TQ2217

2
11

2

1
3

2

17
TQ 2218

TQ 2219

8
TQ 2319

70

2

1

Total
5
4
5
3
17
2
5
2
6
0
0
2
0
72
6
2
0
7
1
11
2
11
25
26
12
0
3
40
2
14
2
0
48
22
2
0
0
27
5
20
2
0
4
13
2
24
0
71
16
7
1
16
1
12
1
53
Total

Notes

Reported by local resident
Pellets in barn

Regularly seen in winter

Winter visitor in good
Winter visitor in good

Notes
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Species
Starling
House Sparrow
Chaffinch
Goldfinch
Greenfinch
Bullfinch
Linnet
Reed Bunting
Yellowhammer
Herring Gull
Total

August 2019

TQ2217
28
27
4

TQ 2218
1
1
2
5

TQ 2219
1

TQ 2319
2
4
3
5
2

1
5

1
2
5

TQ 2318

TQ 2317
5
1
5

1
2
1

2
2

6
8
33

2
31

20

33

71

7
1
25

34

Total
32
37
11
20
4
6
8
6
17
1
56
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Report title:

Preliminary Ecological Appraisal, Low Weald Area SA414

Client:

Locals against Mayfield’s building sprawl (LAMBS)

Document ref.

WS10819

Project manager

Jacqueline Thompson

Author / surveyor:

Jacqueline Thompson

Report date:

6th September 2019

Notice to Interested Parties
To achieve the study objectives stated in this report, we were required to base our conclusions
on the best information available during the period of the investigation and within the limits
prescribed by our client in the agreement.
No investigative method can completely eliminate the possibility of obtaining partially imprecise
or incomplete information. Thus, we cannot guarantee that the investigations completely
defined the degree or extent of e.g. species abundances or habitat management efficacy
described in the report.
Copyright © Wildlife Splash Ltd.
The material presented in this report is confidential. This report has been prepared for the
exclusive use of LAMBS and shall not be distributed or made available to any other company or
person without the knowledge and written consent of Wildlife Splash Ltd.
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